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Stun Guns
Stun guns use high voltage and low amperage to temporarily disable an attacker for several minutes. The stun gun does not rely on pain for results.
The energy stored in the gun is dumped into the attacker’s muscles causing them to do a great deal of work rapidly. This rapid work cycle instantly
depletes the attacker’s blood sugar by converting it to lactic acid. In short, he is unable to produce energy for his muscles, and his body is unable
to function properly. The stun gun also interrupts the tiny neurological impulses that control and direct voluntary muscle movement. When the
attacker’s neurological and muscular system is overwhelmed and controlled by the stun gun, he loses his balance. Should the attacker be touching
you, the current will not pass to your body!
STUN MASTER® has been a leading brand in the stun gun industry since 1994 making it a true icon in the world of self-defense. Maintaining this
level of success for so many years in such a competitive field is the finest recommendation any product could be given. Stun Master stun guns have
a Lifetime Warranty.
The STUN MASTER® L'IL GUY
SM-LILGUY-PUR • $24.95
7.5 MILLION VOLT STUN GUN
3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
Purple
WITH FLASHLIGHT and Nylon
Holster Black This little stun gun
is small and compact. It has a
super bright LED flashlight built in
charger and comes with a nylon
case. It measures only 3 3/4" x 1
1/2" x 3/4". Don’t' let the name
Stun Master Lil Guy fool you. It
has a beast inside just waiting to
be realesed. Just press the shock
button and the Lil Guy thrashes
7,500,000 volts out of the metal
probes. The safety switch is off
when in the down position, middle
position is the super bright LED
flashlight, and in the up position
SM-LILGUY-P • $24.95
SM-LILGUY-B • $24.95
the shock is turned on once the
3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
3¾" x 1½" x ¾"
trigger is pressed. Available in 3
Pink
Black
colors Black, Pink, and Purple.
THE RECHARGABLE 10 MILLION VOLT RUNT is easily concealable, and virtually undetectable in the hand of a woman or a man. What your
attacker doesn’t see will drop him like a roach who has ingested a little too much Black Flag. The Runt uses a new cutting edge micro-technology
to deliver super powered protection. You can carry the Runt in your hand or pocket. If you would like to wear it like a pager there is a heavy duty
nylon belt loop holster included. It now comes with a flashlight and wrist strap disable pin. Safety on/off switch. Available in Black, Pink, and Purple.
LIFETIME WARRANTY.

RUNT-PURPLE • $21.95
4 ¼” x 1 ⅝” x 1”
Purple
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RUNT-BLACK • $21.95
4 ¼” x 1 ⅝” x 1”
Black

RUNT-PINK • $21.95
4 ¼” x 1 ⅝” x 1”
Pink

The STUN MASTER® 3 MILLION VOLT RECHARGEABLE
LIPSTICK STUN GUN with FLASHLIGHT is
secretly disguised in a decorative
tube of lipstick.
Its innovative design
makes it one of the
coolest things we
have added to our
product
line
in
recent years. Its
small size makes
this stun gun unique
and super portable. It’s
only 5” tall, and whether
you're carrying an oversized
purse or an evening clutch, this SM-LIPSTICK-B • $22.95
stun gun goes wherever you go...
5” × 1”
for your safety, convenience, and
Black
peace of mind.
This little beauty is powered by a built-in rechargeable battery and
includes a power cord. Under the cap there are 2 buttons: one for the
bright flashlight and one for the stun gun.

SM-LIPSTICK-P •
$22.95
5” × 1”
Pink
The STUN MASTER® MULTIFUNCTION rechargeable stun gun
features 9.5 million volts, a super
bright LED flashlight, red flashing
emergency lights, alarm and
disable pin wrist strap. Comes with
a Nylon Holster.

SM-LIPSTICK-PUR •
$22.95
5” × 1”
Purple

The compact dimensions are 5” x 1” and this baby will really surprise
the heck out of the poor slob who messes with the lady carrying this.
Available in 3 colors Black, Pink, and Purple.

The KNUCKLE BLASTER STUN GUN is a 950,000 volt stun gun
designed to give you a punch with power. Just touch your attacker
to instantly repel them and it will give you time to get away. Longer
contact will cause further disorientation and after some seconds may
drop them to their knees. Uses 2 Lithium batteries (included FREE).
Comes with a free nylon belt holster ($15.00 value) designed to allow
quick access and deployment of this amazing stun weapon. This
patented device has a soft rubber skin and is sized to accommodate
all hand sizes. A safety switch is built in and accessible to your
thumb. Once you grab the Knuckle Blaster stun gun you can flip off
the safety and fire with the same hand. No need to use two hands.
One year warranty.

ZAPBK950 • $69.95
45∕16” × 3¼” × 1⅛”

The DOUBLE TROUBLE STUN GUN is like having two stun guns in one. Twice the contact - totaling 1.2 million
volts - twice the stopping power! Very effective because of the space between the contacts. The greater the
space, the greater the effect. Most stun guns only have 1.5 inches between contacts, the Double Trouble has
5 inches between contacts. It has a rubber coated soft contour grip to make it easy to hold and hang on to.
The Safety switch is on the top with a red LED on/off indicator to let you know if the stun gun is ready to fire.
Uses 3 CR123A batteries (included FREE) it also comes with a hand strap and a free Nylon Carrying Case with
Belt Clip, a $15.00 Value. One year warranty.

ZAPDT • $89.95
6” Long - 6.9 oz.
SM-MULTI • $59.95
4¾” × 2½” × 1”
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The STUN MASTER® 8.5 MILLION VOLT RECHARGEABLE FASHION STUN GUN with FLASHLIGHT
is an ultra thin stun gun with a mean bite. It’s about the size of a small electric shaver and
comfortably fits in small hands. The safety switch is located on the side of the stun gun and
has three positions: off, flashlight only, and stun gun only. The activating switch is the
round, red button just below the flashlight.

SM-FLR-GB
$25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Gray and Black

This stun gun has a built-in nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery and
comes with an easy to use integrated charger. Simply plug the charger
into the stun gun and then into an electrical outlet. The LED charge light
will turn on. The Stun gun may have a small charge when it arrives but
you will need to charge it for 12 hours. The flashlight is 60 lumens. After
the initial charge and long periods of inactivity we recommend recharging
the stun gun for 2 hours.
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SM-FLR-GP • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Gray and Pink

SM-FLR-SN • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Snake Skin Print

SM-FLR-FW • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Flower Print

SM-FLR-AP • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Animal Print

SM-FLR-CM • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Camo Print

SM-FLR-WD • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Woods Print

SM-FLR-BL • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Blue Lightning Print

SM-FLR-GL • $25.95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”
Green Lightning Print

The PRETENDER 4.5 MILLION VOLT CELL PHONE STUN GUN pretends to be a camera cell phone... but it’s not. It’s a powerful 4.5 Million volt
stun gun. This stun gun will really give you the edge since an attacker will think you are just carrying a cell phone. It also has a very bright built-in
6 LED flashlight. All PRETENDER Stun Guns come with a LIFETIME WARRANTY.
To prevent accidental discharge, two levels of safety have been built in. The safety switch must be in the ON position (this will cause an LED warning
light to come on) and the trigger button pressed before the unit will operate. The standard model operates on 3 CR2 batteries which are included free
($12.00 value).The rechargeable model comes with a built-in rechargeable battery and an easy to use integrated charger. Simply plug the charger
into the stun gun and then into an electrical outlet. Free holster also included. Note: None of these Products work as Cell Phones - Only as a Stun
Gun and Flashlight.

Comes with FREE Holster and a LIFETIME WARRANTY

PRETENDER-PINK
$69.95
4” × 2” × 1”

PRETENDER • $69.95
4” × 2” × 1”

The STUN MASTER® HOT SHOT
is only 3 inches long and looks like
a Blackberry or other hand-held
mobile device. No one will even
notice you have 11 million volts of
self-protection on your hip. With a
dazzling 11 million volts, it has the
effect of a baseball bat, combined
with the element of surprise.
This uniquely designed stun gun
is equipped with a safety on/off
switch and an illuminated red light
that tells you it’s ready to unleash
pain on your attacker. Uses 3
Lithium CR123A batteries (included
free), a $10.00 value. Comes with
a free nylon holster with belt loop.
LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-HS • $64.95
2¼” × 2” × 1⅛”

We recommend the EVEREADY
ENERGIZER ALKALINE 9 VOLT
BATTERY. Other batteries will not
work as well. Warranty will only
be honored if Energizer Eveready
Batteries are used. You do not
have to purchase them from us,
but you do have to use them.

The LITHIUM BATTERIES are
included free with the Hot Shot
and Pretender Stun Guns. When
you are ready for replacements or
would like to buy extra, we have
them.

B-1 • $3.00

CR-123A • $3.95

PRETENDER-R-PINK
$73.00
4” × 2” × 1”

PRETENDER-R • $73.00
4” × 2” × 1”

The STUN MASTER® 18 MILLION VOLT
FLASHLIGHT STUN GUN with MOBILE
CHARGER is made of high quality aircraft
aluminum and delivers a shocking blow
when used as a stun gun, flashlight,
or baton,
You can carry
18,000,000 volts of stopping
power almost anywhere
with no one even
knowing
because
the stun gun is
concealed in the
flashlight. It also
has a built in USB
charger to charge
iPods, iPad, iPhone,
iPhone 5, and a
mini USB to charge
most other smart
phones. Light up any attacker and leave them wishing they had never
approached you. It measures 9 ¼” x 1 ½” and has a lifetime warranty.

SM- FLMOBILE•$42.95
9 ¼” x 1 ½”
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STUN MASTER® 20 MILLION
VOLT BAD ASS METAL STUN
BATON and FLASHLIGHT - Blind,
Buzz and Bash! Introducing the all
new Stun Master Bad Ass! This 3
in 1 baton is the first combination
of its kind made out of aircraft
quality aluminum. It features a
high end tactical flashlight and a
powerful 20,000,000 volt blast of
electricity that will put the biggest, baddest attacker on well…. his ass.
Often imitated but never quite duplicated, the Bad Ass Baton is made
of some of the strongest material known to man. The 120 Lumen super
bright LED flashlight will provide that beacon of light in a dark and scary
world. With its firm rubberized grip and wrist strap the Bad Ass Baton
can easily be used as a heavy duty clubber. At the front end of the baton
is a jaw dropping 20,000,000 volt stun gun. The baton
emits an electrifying shock with the simple ease
of pushing a button. The baton Includes
charger cord. Measures 14 ¾” x
1 ½” and has a lifetime
warranty.

SM-BADASS • $49.95
14 ¾” x 1 ½”

The STUN MASTER® 15 MILLION VOLT mini
badass flashlight stun gun is made of
high quality aircraft aluminum and delivers a
shocking blow when used as a stun gun,
flashlight, or baton, You can carry
15,000,000 volts of stopping
power
almost
anywhere
with no one even knowing
because the stun gun is
concealed in the flashlight.
Light up any attacker and
leave them wishing they
had never approached you. It
measures 9 3/8” x 1 7/8” and
has a lifetime warranty.

SM-MINIBADASS • $25.95
14 ¾” x 1 ½”

STUN MASTER® 9 MILLION
VOLT STUN GUN FLASHLIGHT
This
rechargeable
stun
gun
flashlight is made from a strong
ABS plastic and a high technology
polymer coating. This gives the
flashlight stun gun a very solid
construction. Not only is it tough
but it has a high voltage stun gun
that will have any attacker begging
for mercy. The FREE nylon holster
can easily attach to a belt. The
unit comes with a recharging cord,
safety wrist strap and an ON/OFF
safety switch.

The STUN MASTER® Covert
Stun Master Stun Gun
Flashlight is a great addition
to your arsenal for self defense.
The hidden probes make it look
like it is just an ordinary flashlight.
If given the chance this ordinary
looking flashlight will light you up
and will pump 9 million volts right
into any attacker. It is rechargeable
in two different ways. It can be
charged with the supplied wall
charger and a cigarette lighter
adaptor so it can be charged on
the go. It comes with a standard
wrist strap and has a rubberized
coating to help secure a firm grip.

SM-FL • $27.95
7¼” x 1½”

SM-FL-C • $35.00
7¼” x 1½”

The new and improved Multipurpose 10 Million Volt Stun Alarm Flashlight is rechargeable and has led bulbs in the flashlight. It
features a stun gun function, 150 db alarm with steady red light, bright led flash light, led red flash light, led red flashing light for signaling, and
shoulder strap. This is a great item for police, security, and for self defense. Length 15.5”, flashlight 2.75”, handle 1.5”
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FL-LG • $41.95

The STUN MASTER TELESCOPIC STUN BATON has three ways to protect you: a light, a loud 120 dB alarm and, of course 7.5 million volts of
stopping power. It’s rechargeable so you never have to buy batteries and folds down to make it easier to hide and easier to carry. Its 21½ inches
long when fully extended, and only 13 inches long when collapsed. Just push the tip of the baton to make it retract. The full length of the metal rod
is electrified including the tip. A push of the trigger immediately expands the Telescopic Stun Baton and starts shocking. It also has a wrist strap with
a disabling safety pin, once the pin is removed the stun gun will not work. Very easy to use.

SM-FLEX • $59.95 21½” Long (fully extended)
If the attacker tries to grab the Telescopic Stun Baton from you, he will be shocked. But don’t worry about getting shocked yourself if the attacker is
touching you because it won’t happen! The design of the Stun Master Telescopic Baton ensures that the current will not pass to you, but will shock
your target through half of an inch of clothing. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

Only 13” Long when collapsed - Comes with a
free holster (a $15.00 value) for easy carrying.

STUN MASTER® 4.5 MILLION VOLT MINI BATON comes
with a rechargeable battery, LED Flashlight, Safety Switch,
Safety Wrist Strap and Pull Pin. Special conductive screws
will shock anyone trying to grab the stun baton from you.
If they touch anywhere near the screws on the barrel of the
stun baton they will be shocked and forced to let go. The
innovative screw system has replaced the outdated strip
which had a tendency to come off.

SM-MINIBATON • $45.00
9½” × 2⅛”

Child Internet Safety
While online computer exploration opens a world of
possibilities for children, expanding their horizons and
exposing them to different cultures and ways of life,
they can be exposed to dangers as they hit the road
exploring the information highway. Advances in computer
and communication technology allow
your children to connect with complete
strangers in a countless number of ways.
The IntelliSpy™ ULTIMATE CHILD
INTERNET SAFETY KIT gives you the
ability to track what your child does every
time they get on the computer. You have
a right to know and to protect your child.
Works on Windows 2000, XP, Vista and 7.
Features: Key Logging, that lets the parent
see everything typed onto the keyboard
including emails, instant messages, social
networking activity; Screenshots, snapshots of

the screen taken at 1 minute intervals; Block web sites to limit
access to web sites that you feel are inappropriate for your
child; Completely Stealth: if someone closes the program or
shuts down the computer, the program will restart.
Includes: IntelliSpy Tracking Software, Digital and Printed
Instructional Manual and these 7 Safety Reports: 1)
What is the Internet and How Powerful
is it? 2) Top Five Dangers to
Kids with Unsupervised Internet
Access 3) What Your Family Needs
to Know About Cyber Predators 4)
Social Networking. What Life is Your
Family Living Online? 5) Modern Day
Pirates: Does Your Computer Contain
Stolen Property? 6) How to Track Who
Uses Your Computer and What They Do 7)
Internet Safety: How to Protect You and Your
Family
INTELLISPY • $49.95 9

Animal Repellents
The GUARD ALASKA® BEAR SPRAY
ultra hot pepper spray has proven so
effective at repelling bears, it is the
only one registered with the EPA as
a repellent for all species of bears! It
is absolutely the most effective and
powerful bear defense spray available.
It is safe for the environment in that it
does not contain flammable or ozone
depleting substances.

BEAR PEPPER MACE® SPRAY.
Great news for true outdoor
enthusiasts! Now you can protect
yourself against possible bear
attacks,
with
safe,
humane
Bear
Pepper
Mace®
Spray.
This powerful Magnum Fogger
sprays up to 30 feet! Empties in
approximately 5.4 seconds. 260
grams.

The formula is scientifically proven
superior, and it even works on wet
bears because the specific gravity of
the carrier is heavier than water.

Upon direct contact with eyes,
respiratory system and mucous
membranes, the active ingredients
in the pepper spray will cause
eyes to slam shut, coughing, and
an intense burning sensation to
the skin. Effects should lessen in
approximately 45 minutes.

Endorsed by the Alaska Science
& Technology Foundation. 9 oz
Supersize. Range: 20 ft.

The SUPER DOGCHASER uses the latest ultrasonic technology in
two ways to repel a dog. One is a discomforting but not harmful high
frequency sound (20,000Hz - 25,000Hz), audible to dogs but not to
humans. And, the second is a super bright LED flashing strobe that
temporarily blinds and confuses the dog. Helps stop the approach of
unwanted dogs up to 40 feet. Also has a training setting. Requires
one 9 volt battery (not included) and can also be used as a flashlight.

DC-2 • $19.00
4¾” × 1¾” × ¾”
NYLON/VELCRO HOLSTER for
either Bear Spray. Comes with
belt loop.
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BR-9 • $39.95
8¾” × 2”

80346 • $39.95
8¾” × 2”

BS-NH • $12.00

MACE®
MUZZLE®
is
EPA
approved and provides safe,
effective and humane protection
against canine attack. Ideal
protection for walkers, joggers,
cyclists or delivery personnel.
Features flip-top safety cap,
finger-grip dispenser, belt clip and
keychain. 17 gram unit sprays up
to 10 feet. Contains 10 one-second
bursts.

80146 • $14.95

Self Defense
Remember how the self defense
experts would tell you to place your
keys between your fingers and
punch? Now there is something
more effective. Carry the HEART
ATTACK on your key chain and be
ready to protect yourself anytime.
The Heart Attack is small (3.5
inches long) and made of tough
plastic. Hold it between your fingers and punch! Attackers beware!

These PEN KNIVES are actual pens that could save your life. They
look like an ordinary pen, but feature a 2.13 inch blade that is revealed
by pulling the pen apart. Comes in Black, Silver, and Gold.

PK-1BLK • $6.00
PK-1GOLD • $6.00
PK-1SILVER • $6.00

HA-1 • $4.95
Mini Professional Edged Steel THROWING STARS. Comes as set of
four with carrying case.

JL-4S •
$16.00
2⅜”

This powerful SLINGSHOT
folds down to a compact size.
It has over 100 yard range.
Light aluminum frame and split
leather pouch.

3704-008 • $9.95

These KUBOTANS are highly accessible, extremely durable, and very effective self defense weapons.
They can be used for stabilizing your fist, applying pressure to sensitive parts of an assailant’s body, or
gaining leverage on an assailant’s wrist or fingers. Each is 5½” long, available with a flat or pointed tip.

3102-B
$5.00

3102-BF 3102-R 3102-RF 3102-RB 3102-RBF 3102-S 3102-SF
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

3704-RB • $3.95
Extra band and ammo for
slingshot

These SafeFamilyLife solid STEEL BATONS expand to either 16”, 21” or 26” with just a flick of the wrist. They come with a rubber handle for easy
gripping and a heavy-duty nylon holster for easy carrying. If you are looking for effective self-defense with extra reach, the steel baton is for you.

TSB-16R • $18.95
16” long
Closed Length: 6½”

Baton In Nylon Holster

TSB-21R • $19.95
21” long
Closed Length: 8¼”

TSB-26R • $20.95
26” long
Closed Length: 9¾”

Screw-on LED LIGHT attachment for the SafeFamilyLife
Telescopic Steel Baton. 6,000 hours of illumination. Uses one
CR-123A battery (included). Ultra-bright LED, high density
aluminum body with a high impact- resistant lens.

TSB-LED • $15.95
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Pepper Shot™ Pepper Spray

Pepper Shot
1/2 oz Fashion
leatherette holster
with Quick Release Key Chain
in Leopard print Black and
White.

Pepper Shot
1/2 oz Fashion
leatherette holster
with Quick Release Key Chain

Pepper Shot
1/2 oz Fashion
leatherette holster
with Quick Release Key Chain
in Cheetah print Black and
Yellow.

Pepper Shot
1/2 oz Fashion
leatherette holster
with Quick Release Key Chain

Pepper Shot
1/2 oz Fashion
leatherette holster
with Quick Release Key Chain
in Cheetah print Black and
Pink.

PS-1LBW • $10.95

PS-1LBP • $10.95

PS-1CBY • $10.95

PS-1CBW • $10.95

PS-1CBP • $10.95

Contains 6-10 one-second
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.

Contains 6-10 one-second
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.

Contains 6-10 one-second
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.

Contains 6-10 one-second
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.

Contains 6-10 one-second
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.

in Leopard print Black and
Purple.

in Cheetah print Black and
White.

The PEPPER SHOT™ PEPPER SPRAY is a 10% pepper spray rated at 2 million Scoville
Heat Units and made with a very fine grain that is more effective than the coarser
grains of most other pepper sprays. In addition to causing an attacker pain, Pepper
Shot swells the mucous membranes, which makes breathing difficult, and swells the
veins in the eyes, causing the eyes to close. These effects can last up to 45 minutes
and cause no permanent damage. All models have a locking actuator.

PS-2 • $8.95
½ oz. w/Quick Key Release
Key Chain

Contains 6-10 one-second bursts &
range of 6-8 ft.

THE
FACTS
ABOUT
DEFENSE SPRAYS AND
HOW TO USE THEM TO
BRING CRIMINALS TO
THEIR KNEES teaches you
how to choose a defense
spray, how to carry it, how
to shoot it, what to do
about multiple assailants,
date rape protection, using
Pepper Shot 1/2 oz
Pepper Shot 1/2 oz
Pepper Shot 1/2 oz
Pepper Shot 1/2 oz
leatherette holster leatherette holster leatherette holster leatherette holster defense sprays against guns
with Quick Release Key Chain with Quick Release Key Chain with Quick Release Key Chain with Quick Release Key Chain and knives, home tactical
use and much more. Learn
in Pink.
in Red.
in Blue.
in Black.
the realities of protecting
yourself
with
defense
PS-1PINK • $9.50
PS-1RED • $9.50
PS-1BLUE • $9.50
PS-1BLK • $9.50
sprays. 32 pages.
Contains 6-10 one-second
Contains 6-10 one-second
Contains 6-10 one-second
Contains 6-10 one-second
TAC-1 • $5.00
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.
bursts & range of 6-8 ft.
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PEPPER SHOT 1/2 OZ. WITH INJECTION MOLDED HOLSTER has a range of 6-8 ft. Comes with a colored injection molded poly holster and Quick
Release Key Chain. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts.

PS-1ABLK • $9.50
½ oz. Black

PS-1APINK • $9.50
½ oz. Pink

PS-1ABLUE • $9.50
½ oz. Blue

In the PEPPER SHOT TRI-PACK
you get Total Pepper Protection
with this handy collection of 3
pepper sprays at one low price. A
2 oz. pepper spray for home use,
a ½ oz. auto visor clip to keep in
your vehicle, and a ½ oz. pepper
spray with a Quick Key Release key
chain.

PS-1ARED • $9.50
½ oz. Red

PS-4 • $8.95
½ oz. w/Auto Visor Clip Slip on your vehicle’s sun
visor for easy emergency
access!

PS-6 • $19.95
Contains 6-10 one-second bursts & range of 6-8 ft.

The WATER BASED INERT PRACTICE DEFENSIVE SPRAYS use water instead of pepper spray. They are
pressurized with nitrogen. Their purpose is to be used as a practice spray instead of wasting a real pepper
spray. They will enable the user to get proficient at using a defense spray. WARNING: Do not spray on anyone
or yourself. Even though there is nothing in the sprays to do any permanent harm to anyone, the nitrogen can
cause some skin irritation or burning if sprayed in the eyes.

The ½ oz. Pepper Shot Pepper
Pen is a pepper spray designed
to look like a pen. It is 5 ¾" x ¾"
which makes it easy to conceal and
gives you a tactical advantage.

INERT• $5.00
½ oz. stream
practice spray

INERT-2F • $10.00
2 oz. fogger
practice spray

INERT-2S • $8.00
2 oz. stream
practice spray

PS-3 • $9.95
Contains 6-10 one-second bursts &
range of 6-8 ft.
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The LIPSTICK PEPPER SPRAY is 10% pepper spray designed for women. This attractive lipstick case is sure to deceive and ward off potential
attackers. Pretend you need to freshen your lipstick and POW! This ½ oz. pepper spray contains 20 half-second sprays with a range of 10 feet and
is available in 5 colors. - Black, Pink, Blue, Red and Silver

PS-LS-BLK •
$12.95

PS-LS-PINK •
$12.95

PS-LS-BLUE •
$12.95

PS-LH2 • $5.00
2 oz. Leatherette
Holster

PS-5 • $12.95
2 oz. Stream
4⅛" x 1⅜"
Contains 6-10 onesecond bursts & range
of 10-15 ft.

Contains 6-10 onesecond bursts &
range of 10-15 ft.

PS-5FT • $13.95
2 oz. Flip Top
Actuator Stream
4⅛" x 1⅜"
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PS-LS-SILVER•
$12.95

PS-LS-RED• $12.95

PS-5F • $13.95
2 oz. Fogger
4⅛" x 1⅜"
Contains
6-10
onesecond bursts & range of
10-15 ft.

PS-7FT • $17.95
4 oz. Flip Top
Actuator Stream Contains 6-10 onesecond bursts &
range of 6-8 ft.

Contains 18-20
one-second bursts &
range of 15-18 ft.

PS-8FT • $10.95
¾ oz. Flip Top
Actuator Stream

PS-7 • $15.95 PS-LH4 • $6.00 PS-7F • $16.95
4 oz. Leatherette
4 oz. Stream
4 oz. Fogger
Holster
5⅞" x 1½"
5⅞" x 1½"
Contains 18-20 one-second bursts & range of 15-18 ft.

WildFire Pepper Spray
WILDFIRE PEPPER SPRAY is hot, hot, hot. Made from Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) pepper in a non-toxic, non-flammable, non-lethal solution
pressurized with CO2. Contains a non-toxic vegetable dye to aid in assailant identification. Derivative of 3 million Scoville Heat Units (SHU) - Law
Enforcement Strength. This pepper spray causes pain, inflammation of the eyes, nose and upper respiratory system. Effects may last for up to 45
minutes. Instructions for use on each unit. MADE IN THE USA.
WILDFIRE 1/2 OZ. COLOR INJECTION MOLDED HOLSTER PEPPER SPRAY has a range of 6-8 ft. Comes with a colored injection molded poly
holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with belt clip, quick release key chain, and safety lock.

WF-HC-BLK • $10.00
½ oz. Black

WF-HC-PINK • $10.00
½ oz. Pink

WF-HC-BLUE • $10.00
½ oz. Blue

WF-HC-RED • $10.00
½ oz. Red

”The Wildfire 18% formula is one of the hottest, and more importantly, one of the fastest reacting spray we’ve ever tested. This spray immediately
permeates the pores of the skin, closes the eyes, and inhibits the respiratory system. What makes this product so effective is the purity of the pepper used
in formulating this product. Only food grade 3 million or 4 million Scoville Heat Units pepper used.” - Larry Harris, Washington Labs

WILDFIRE 1/2 OZ. LEATHERETTE HOLSTER PEPPER SPRAY has a range of 6-8 ft. Comes with a leatherette holster. Each unit provides 6-10
one-second bursts and comes with quick release key chain.

WF-LH-BLK • $10.00
½ oz. Black

WF-LH-PINK • $10.00
½ oz. Pink

WF-LH-BLUE • $10.00
½ oz. Blue

WF-LH-RED • $10.00
½ oz. Red
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WILDFIRE 1/2 OZ. FASHION LEATHERETTE HOLSTER PEPPER SPRAY has a range of 6-8 ft. Comes with a fashion leatherette holster. Each unit
provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with quick release key chain.

WF-LH-LBW •
$11.00
Leopard Print Black &
White

WF-LH-LBP •
$11.00
Leopard Print Black &
Purple

WF-LH-CBY •
$11.00
Cheetah Print Black &
Yellow

WILDFIRE 18% PEPPER SPRAY Flip top with Actuator Stream
is hot, hot, hot. Made from Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) pepper in a nontoxic, non-flammable, non-lethal solution pressurized with CO2. Contains
a non-toxic vegetable dye to aid in assailant identification. Derivative of
3 million Scoville Heat Units (SHU) - Law Enforcement Strength. This
pepper spray causes pain, inflammation of the eyes, nose and upper
respiratory system. Effects may last for up to 45 minutes. Instructions
for use on each unit. MADE IN THE USA.

WF-LH-CBW •
$11.00
Cheetah Print Black &
White

WF-LH-CBP •
$11.00
Cheetah Print Black &
Pink

PS-LH4 • $6.00
4 oz. Leatherette Holster

WF-18-2FT • $14.95
2 oz. Stream
Contains 6-10 one second
burst & range of 10-15 ft.

WF-18-4S • $16.95
4 oz. Stream

WF-18-4F • $17.95
4 oz. Fogger

Contains 18-20 one second bursts with a range of 15-18 feet

WF-18-4FT • $19.95
4 oz. Stream

Contains 18-20 one second burst
& range of 15-18 ft.

WF-18-MEDFT • $11.95
3/4 oz. Stream
Contains 6-10 one second burst &
range of 6-8 ft.

WILDFIRE 18% ½ OZ. PEPPER SPRAY with quick key release key
chain. Contains 6-10 one-second bursts & range of 6-8 ft.

WILDFIRE 1½ OZ. PEPPER SPRAY has a range of 8-10 ft. Comes with
a black injection molded poly holster, belt clip, key chain and safety lock.
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WF-1.5 • $12.95

WF-KC • $11.95

Contains 38 one
second bursts with
a range of 20 ft.

WF-18-9PG • $31.95
9 oz. Pistol Grip Fogger Spray

Contains 75 one
second bursts with a
range of 20 ft.

WF-18-9FM • $29.95
9 oz. Firemaster

WF-18-16PG • $42.95
1 lb. Pistol Grip Fogger Spray

WILDFIRE® 18% PEPPER GEL
The Wildfire 18% pepper gel is a
sticky pepper spray that comes in
3 convenient sizes. The 2 and 4 WF-18-2GEL • $17.95
oz. models are easy to conceal and 2 oz. Spray Flip Top Actuator
great for personal use and selfdefense. The 9 oz. model can be
kept at home and has a pistol grip
for dead-on aim. Once sprayed
this Pepper Gel acts like glue to
your assailant. If the attacker
attempts to wipe or rub the Pepper
Gel away it begins to permeate the
skin leaving your attacker in pain.
If used properly indoors you don’t
have to worry about overspray, as
it will stay in the direction where
its sprayed and will not affect
others in close proximity. Pepper
Gel is ideal for a car, recreational
vehicle, camping, or home.
This Pepper Gel has many
convenient features including:
longer distance range, stronger
pepper
mixture,
sticks
to
the target like glue, it's also
less contaminating, and nonflammable.

WF-18-16FM • $40.95
1 lb. Firemaster

Contains 6-8 one-half
second bursts with a
range of 8-10 ft.

WF-18-4GEL • $21.95 WF-18-9GEL • $59.95
9 oz. Spray Pistol Grip
4 oz. Spray Flip Top Actuator
Contains 20 one second bursts
with a range of 15-18 ft.

Contains 38 one second bursts
with a range of 20 ft.

BS-NH • $12.00 - 9 oz.
PS-NH16 • $19.00 - 1 lb.
Nylon/Velcro holster with Belt
Loop for 9 oz. or 1 lb. models
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MACE® Defensive Spray
MACE® 10% PEPPERGARD® is a superior formula of high-grade Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) pepper designed to make the eyes slam shut, causes
uncontrollable coughing and choking, plus a painful burning sensation.

LEATHER PLUS MODEL
is an attractive model that
fits easily in your pocket
or purse. Features glowin-the-dark locking safety
cap and key chain. 15 gram
unit sprays up to 10 feet.
Contains
5
one-second
bursts.

80184 • $12.95

MICHIGAN APPROVED
POCKET MODEL
PEPPERGARD Contains
OC PEPPER and ultraviolet
dye. Available with standard
safety features. Pocket Model
- 10 gram unit sprays 6-12
feet. Contains 5 one-second
bursts.
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80175 • $14.95

POCKET MODEL has an
easy aim feature makes this
model ideal for emergency
use. Compact design and
finger grip dispenser fit
comfortably in woman’s
hand. 15 gram unit sprays
6-12 feet. Contains 5 onesecond bursts.

80171 • $14.95

MICHIGAN APPROVED
PERSONAL MODEL
PEPPERGARD Contains
OC PEPPER and ultraviolet
dye. Available with standard
safety features. Personal
Model - 17 gram unit sprays
8-12 feet. Contains 10 onesecond bursts.

80176 • $16.95

PERSONAL
MODEL
is
ideal for outdoor activities
including walking or running.
Belt clip holds unit in place
for quick access. Features
flip-top safety cap, finger
grip dispenser and key
chain. 17 gram unit sprays
8-12 feet. Contains 10 onesecond bursts.

80153 • $16.95

MICHIGAN APPROVED
POCKET MODEL DOUBLE
ACTION CS TEAR GAS
Combines CS TEAR GAS and
ultraviolet dye. Available with
standard safety features.
Pocket Model - 10 gram unit
sprays 6-12 feet. Contains 5
one-second bursts.

80169 • $15.95

POLICE MODEL is the
same size model used
by
law
enforcement
personnel. Ideal for auto
or home use. Features
flip-top safety cap, fingergrip dispenser, belt clip
and key chain. 17 gram
unit sprays 8-12 feet.
Contains 10 one-second
bursts.

HOT PINK MODEL is a
Personal Model now available
in Hot Pink. The convenient
size makes it ideal to store
in a purse or carry while
walking or running. Features
flip-top safety cap, finger
grip dispenser and key
chain. 18 gram unit sprays
8-12 ft. Contains 10 onesecond bursts.

80347 • $18.95

80170 • $19.95

HOT PINK POCKET MODEL
This Hot Pink Pocket model
features the original Mace
MICHIGAN APPROVED
Flip & Grip design for safe
PERSONAL MODEL
and fumble-free defense. The
DOUBLE ACTION CS
flip-top safety cap prevents
TEAR GAS Combines CS
accidental discharge while the
TEAR GAS and ultraviolet
finger grip dispenser makes it
dye. Available w/standard easy to aim. 10% OC Pepper
safety features. Personal
with invisible UV marking dye
Model - 17 gram unit
that can help police identify
sprays 8-12 ft. Contains 10 your attacker. Just spray and
one-second bursts.
get away!

80127 • $17.95

80353• $16.95

The PEPPER MACE® BATON provides low profile, yet devastatingly effective aerosol protection against attack. The pepper Mace fogger sprays up
to 5 feet. Four gram unit contains 3 one-second bursts. Available in five colors. Includes key ring. Refills available.

80335 • $35.95
5¾” × ¾”

80336 • $35.95
5¾” × ¾”

80337 • $35.95
5¾” × ¾”

80338 • $35.95
5¾” × ¾”

80339 • $35.95 80361 • $7.95
5¾” × ¾”

Attractive MACE® PEPPER SPRAY LEATHERETTE MODELS fit easily in a pocket or purse. Features glow-in-the-dark locking safety cap and key
ring. 11 gram stream unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5 one-second bursts. Available in five fashionable colors. Includes key ring.

80380 • $12.95

80381 • $12.95

80382 • $12.95

80384 • $12.95

Attractive MACE® PEPPER SPRAY HARD CASE MODELS fit easily in a pocket or purse. Features glow-in-the-dark locking safety cap and key ring.
11 gram stream unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5 one-second bursts. Available in four fashionable colors. Includes key ring.

80390 • $14.95

80391 • $14.95

80392 • $14.95

80393 • $14.95
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MACE® TRIPLE ACTION combines OC Pepper with CN tear gas along with a UV marking dye. OC pepper causes the eyes to slam shut and brings
on uncontrollable coughing and choking. CN tear gas causes profuse tearing, an intense burning sensation to the face and disorientation. UV Dye
marks the assailant and may aid in identification once apprehended.
The PEPPER SPRAY JOGGER
model is ideal for sports and
outdoor activities such as running
or hiking. You can carry it on your
keychain, fasten it with the belt clip
or have it in hand with the Velcrolike strap. 18 gram unit range of
12 feet and contains 20 short burst
Available in Pink or Black.

The POLICE MODEL is the same
size used by law enforcement
personnel. Features flip-top safety
cap, finger-grip dispenser, belt clip
and key chain. 18 gram unit sprays
8-12 ft. Contains 10 one-second
bursts.

The LEATHER PLUS MODEL has
a fashionable leather style pouch
conveniently fits into pocket or
purse. Features glow-in-the-dark
locking safety cap and key chain.
11 gram unit sprays up to 10 ft.
Contains 5 one-second bursts.

80112 • $19.95

80185 • $13.95

The PERSONAL MODEL has a
belt clip that makes this unit ideal
to use while walking or running.
Features flip-top safety cap,
finger-grip dispenser, belt clip and
key chain. 17 gram unit sprays
8-12 ft. Contains 10 one-second
bursts.

80136 • $17.95

80329 • $18.95

POCKET MODEL - Compact size
fits comfortably in woman’s hand.
Features finger-grip dispenser, fliptop safety cap and key chain. 11
gram unit sprays 6-12 ft. Contains
5 one-second bursts.
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80141 • $15.95

FOGGER MODEL - Designed
for use in home or automobile.
Compact, powerful model features
flip-top safety cap. 60 gram unit,
full cone fogger sprays up to 8 ft.
Contains 18 one-second bursts.

80195 • $21.95

HOME MODEL - High powered
model is ideal for home, dormitories
and RV’s. Our largest unit features
flip-top safety cap. 120 gram unit,
full cone fogger sprays up to 8 ft.
Contains 38 one-second bursts.

80196 • $24.95

80328 • $18.95

MACE® PEPPER GEL is a (Patent Pending) formulation of pepper spray which is suspended in Gel instead of a liquid stream. This Pepper Gel
formulation fires a longer distance, uses a stronger pepper, it's non-flammable, sticks like glue and is less contaminating.

80352 • $29.95
2” × 1¼” x 5”

LARGE MODEL PEPPER GEL
comes in a 45 Gram canister and
has 7 one-second bursts with
an effective range of 18 ft. and
flip-top safety cap to prevent
accidental spraying.

MAGNUM MODEL PEPPER GEL
comes in a 79 Gram and has 13
one-second bursts with a range of
18 ft. and a flip-top safety cap to
prevent accidental spraying.

80269 • $19.95

80270 • $29.95

MACE PEPPER GEL DISTANCE
DEFENSE
SPRAY,
MAGNUM
-9 MODEL - Mace Pepper Gel
Distance Defense Sprays combine
the Maximum Strength Formula of
OC Pepper and invisible UV marking
dye with the added sticking power
of Mace Gel Stream Technology.
This Ultimate Pepper Gel Formula
outperforms conventional pepper
sprays by delivering extreme
stopping power that blindfolds an
attacker with reduced blow back
from wind. Mace Pepper Gel is
offered in three sizes for delivering
a targeted stream of Ultimate
Pepper Gel Formula up to 25 feet!
You can safely DEFEND YOURSELF
in a threatening situation with
the effective power of Mace
Ultimate Pepper Gel Formula…
10% OC Pepper, invisible UV
marking dye that can help police
identify your assailant, and Gel
Stream Technology that sticks
for prolonged immobilization of
attackers. Just spray and get
away!

80272 • $59.95

PEPPER GEL NIGHT DEFENDER has a built-in bright LED Light (33 lux
at 1m). The light activates when the cap is lifted. When you hold the unit
in the ready position, with your thumb placed on the actuator the light
illuminates the area. This model is great for indoors or outdoors at night,
or areas with low-light. It contains 45 grams and sprays up to 10 to 20
short bursts with an effective range of up to 18 feet.
PEPPER GEL MARITIME is an ideal product for personal defense
on boats – whether on the water or docked at a marina – because
the thick formula limits the chance of it blowing back, or away from
the assailant in windy conditions. The Mace Pepper Gel Maritime
defense contains 330 grams and empties in 6 seconds, with an
effective range of up to 25 feet. This model features a pistol
grip handle with safety pin that prevents accidental discharge.

80271 • $59.95
5½” × 2½”
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MACE® PEPPER GUN™ DISTANCE DEFENSE SPRAY with STROBE
LED - The Mace Pepper Gun is the most accurate non-lethal self defense
Pepper Spray available. Ideal for distance defense with the convenience
and accuracy of a point-and-shoot handgun design, its advanced delivery
system allows you to spray attackers with a power stream of OC pepper
from up to 20 feet away and from any angle. This Mace Pepper Gun
with STROBE LED features a trigger activated DUAL MODE LED light that
distracts your attacker and helps aim at your target in the dark.
Pull the trigger once to activate the steady LED flashlight feature. Pull
the trigger a second time and the pulsating LED strobe light is engaged.
Available in a variety of colors, Pepper Guns are easy to reload with prefilled replacement cartridges and each gun includes (1) Water Practice
cartridge (1) OC Pepper Spray cartridge and battery for LED light models.
You can safely DEFEND YOURSELF in a threatening situation with the
effective power of Mace Maximum Strength Formula… 10% OC Pepper
with invisible UV marking dye that can help police identify your attacker.
Just spray and get away!

80405 • $69.95
Matte Black
6½" x 1½"

MACE® PEPPER GUN™ DISTANCE DEFENSE SPRAY, CAMO with
HOLSTER- The Mace Pepper Gun is the most accurate non-lethal self
defense Pepper Spray available. Ideal for distance defense with the
convenience and accuracy of a point-and-shoot handgun design, its
advanced delivery system allows you to spray attackers with a power
stream of OC pepper from up to 20 feet away and from any angle. This
Mace Pepper Gun features high impact ABS construction in a popular
outdoor camouflage pattern and includes a custom-fit matching holster.
Available in a variety of colors, Pepper Guns are easy to reload with prefilled replacement cartridges and each gun includes (1) Water Practice
cartridge (1) OC Pepper Spray cartridge and battery for LED light models.
You can safely DEFEND YOURSELF in a threatening situation with the
effective power of Mace Maximum Strength Formula… 10% OC Pepper
with invisible UV marking dye that can help police identify your attacker.
Just spray and get away!

80368 • $69.95
Camo with Holster
6½" x 1½"

MACE® PEPPER GUN™ Uses Advanced Delivery System utilizing Bag-in-a-Can™ Technology. This new system allows the pepper spray to spray like
an aerosol in a continuous fashion from any angle, even when Pepper Gun is held upside down. Trigger Activated LED Light allows for better aim and
temporarily disorients intruder. The MACE® PEPPER GUN™ Sprays up to 25 feet, and holds an OC cartridge that contains up to seven 25 foot blasts,
cartridges are 28 grams.
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80401 • $69.95
Blue/Black
6½" x 1½"

80403 • $69.95
SILVER
6½" x 1½"

80402 • $69.95
Sky Blue
6½" x 1½"

80404 • $69.95
Pink
6½" x 1½"

Mace Pepper gun dual pack
refill - OC Refills

80421 • $21.95

LEATHER HOLSTER with snap
closure and belt loop for Mace
Pepper Gun.

80106 • $27.95

NYLON HOLSTER with snap
closure and belt loop for Mace
Pepper Gun.

80105 • $16.95

Mace Pepper gun dual pack
refill - OC/Water Training Refills

80422 • $15.95

Mace Pepper gun dual pack
refill - Water Training Refills

80420 • $13.95

The Mace Keyguard® is approximately 3” long, the compact design
makes it convenient to carry and perfect for you if you are on the go . It
includes a key ring that can be easily attached to your house, office or
car keys! This model also features a hinged safety cap that flips open to
reveal the actuator button, and an orientation tab that allows you to feel
when the unit is properly aimed.

Mace
HOT
PINK
PEPPER
SPRAY, Purse model - Pink
just got Hotter! Mace Hot Pink
Pepper Sprays come in a wide
variety of models for those who
prefer to carry their choice of
personal defense in stylish pink.
Carry this Hot Pink Purse model
with you as a discreet Pepper
Spray when going out or for
everyday protection in your purse.
You can safely DEFEND YOURSELF
in a threatening situation with the
effective power of Mace Maximum
Strength Formula… 10% OC
Pepper. Just spray and get away!

80349• $14.95
MACE® 10% PEPPER FOAM is a revolutionary mixture that combines
10% pepper and foam to produce a powerful deterrent against attack.
The thick foam covers an assailant’s face, making it difficult to see. When
the attacker attempts to wipe away the foam, the pepper is ground into
the face and eyes. Also includes UV dye.

The Mace Keyguard® is a 3 gram unit that contains approximately 6
short bursts with an effective range up to 5 feet. It is available in Pink
or Black.

LARGE MODEL PEPPER FOAM
Convenient size for carrying.
Compact, powerful model features
flip-top safety cap. 67 gram unit,
jet foam sprays 8-10 feet. Contains
5 one-second bursts.

80365 • $18.95
Pink

80366 • $18.95
Black

80245 • $19.95

MAGNUM
MODEL
PEPPER
FOAM The ultimate in home or
auto protection. High powered
model features flip-top safety cap.
115 gram unit, jet foam sprays
8-10 feet. Contains 8 one-second
bursts.

80246 • $22.95
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Home Protection
TELESPY™
INTRUDER
ALERT is a clever and reliable
combination of a telephone,
a motion sensor, and a
microphone. The TeleSpy is
an ordinary telephone that
doubles as a monitoring
system. Simply enter any
phone number you want the
unit to call and turn the motion
sensor switch to ”on”. Should
motion be detected the phone
will dial the number entered
and upon answering you will be
able to listen in via the amplified
microphone on the unit.
The TeleSpy allows you to
decide from a safe location if
it is a friend or foe before you
call the police. The listening
period is about 30 seconds, then the TeleSpy disconnects and instantly
re-arms to detect again and again. TeleSpy operates from any phone
line, requires no installation, and is
TELESPY • $75.95
completely portable. No monitoring
8” × 3” x 3”
fees, no false alarms.
The OUTDOOR HOMESAFE
WIRELESS HOME SECURITY
MOTINON SENSOR can detect
motion from up to 10 meters
away and has an adjustable
150 degree motion detection
angle. It has a wireless radio
frequency range of 300 feet.
When triggered the RF signal
activates the alarm. Uses one
9-volt battery (not included).
Easily protect every window and
door of your home. Comes with
wall mount and requires 3 AA
batteries not included. Can be
used with the HA-SYSTEM and
EWD-1.

HA-MOTION-OD • $24.95

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

The 100db GLASS BREAKAGE ALARM is an effective low cost vibration
alarm that can be used for securing windows or doors. The glass alarm can
also be used as a personal property
alarm to protect computers, TVs,
stereos, cabinets, etc.
Includes one 12 volt battery and
strong adhesive tape. Turn the
switch on the side to the ON position.
When the glass is hit, knocked or
broken by anyone or anything, the
siren will sound for approximately
30 seconds before it shuts off and
resets.

HP-GLASS • $9.95
2” × 2½” x 1”

The
WIRELESS
OUTDOOR SIREN has a
120db high output alarm.
It has 3 alarm functions
siren + signal light, signal
light only, siren only,
delay timer 0-10s. It can
be used as a siren alarm
with the HA-SYSTEM.
The Siren can also be
used as a stand-alone
siren
by
connecting
up
to
8
additional
sensors,
HA-MOTION,
H A - S E N S O R ,
HA-MOTION-OD.
Once
one of these sensors
detects motion it will
sound the alarm.
The
siren has an automatic
shut
off.
Every
30
seconds the alarm will turn on and off once the alarm is triggered until
its reset. The siren comes with power adaptor and wall mount. It will
work with 4 AAA batteries (not included).

HA-SIREN • $39.95

45½” Extended
31” Closed

The DUAL FUNCTION DOOR BRACE works on Hinged Doors and Sliding Doors. This door brace features a non-marring yoke (removable for sliding
doors) that helps protect against finish damage; a padded foot that provides sure grip on most floor surfaces and protects against finish damage.
The door brace is composed of a high strength steel tube: 20-gauge steel for greater strength and is portable (collapses to 31 inches to fit in most
suitcases and garment bags).
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DOORBRACE • $15.95

This
HomeSafe®
Wireless
Safety Alert & Driveway
Patrol Alarm has a unique
passive
infrared
system
that
concentrates on the protected area
you select. Whenever the unit is set
with the alarm in the ON position,
the motion detector will monitor the
protected area.
Once movement is detected the
alarm will turn on. The Driveway
Patrol Alarm also has a chime mode
to alert you as well. This alarm has
many functions. It can be used to let
you know when a child is leaving the
home. It can be used to alert store owners when customers arrive. Keep
an eye on almost anyone of your assets. You can use multiple units in 1
location. Only 1 sensor can be used per receiver.
Very Easy to Install, portable security wherever you need it; Home,
Apartment, Trailer, Boat, Storage, Motor Homes, Camping, Hotel, Attic,
Driveway.

DW-ALARM • $29.95

This HOMESAFE WIRELESS
HOME SECURITY MOTION
SENSOR can detect motion from
up to 8 meters away and has 110
degree motion detection angle.
It has a wireless radio frequency
range of 300 feet. When triggered
the RF signal activates the alarm.
Uses one 9 volt battery (not
included).
Easily protect every
window and door of your home.

HA-MOTION • $24.95
2¾” × 4¼” × 1¾”

This
HOMESAFE
WIRELESS
HOME SECURITY SENSOR is
a double sensor that detects
vibration and when your door/
window has been opened. It has
a wireless radio frequency range
of 300 feet. When triggered the
RF signal activates the alarm. Uses
one 9 volt battery (not included).
Easily protect every window and
door of your home.

HA-SENSOR • $24.95
3½” × 2¼” × 1”

The 105db HOMESAFE® WIRELESS HOME SECURITY SYSTEM is an
affordable solution to your home or office security needs. This easy to
operate security system will sound an alarm and dial up to 5 preset
phone numbers to let you know motion has been detected or a door or
a window has been opened in your home. A land line with tone dialing
is required. It works on all analog phone lines, Does not work on all
digital phone lines. You can add multiple remotes for additional family
members.
HOW IT WORKS:
1. When the door/window sensor or
motion detector is triggered, it
sounds an alarm and sends a signal
to the base unit.
2. The base unit dials the first telephone
number of your programmed list.
3. The person answering the call will
hear a prerecorded alert message.
4. That person will have the option
to listen in on the room, broadcast
their voice through the base unit, or
disarm the system.
5. If there is no answer, or if the
person doesn’t disarm the system,
it will dial the next number on your
programmed list.
Includes 1 base unit with AC adaptor, 1 window/door sensor (wireless
transmission up to 250 feet), 1 motion detector (range 8 yards) and 1
remote control with panic feature for arming and disarming the unit.
You can add 14 additional sensors. A total of 16 sensors can be used for
detection. Additional remotes and sensors are available.

HA-SYSTEM • $119.95
Full System
6½” × 4” × 1 ⅜”

HA-REMOTE • $15.50
Additional Remote Control
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More than 900 children between 1 and 14 die each year in drowning accidents.
In California, drowning is the number one cause of accidental death for children 1-4 years of age.
But, do you really need these statistics to convince you to do everything you can
to prevent this from happening to your child or grandchild?
The POOL PROTECTOR pool alarm (not
to be confused with the brand PoolGuard™)
is an electronic monitoring system that
automatically sounds an alarm when children
or pets fall into your unsupervised pool. It’s
portable, self-contained and lightweight.
The unit is simple to operate. Entry into the
pool will be detected by the Pool Alarm’s
electronic sensor, triggering a loud pulsating
alarm at the unit and inside your house from
the remote receiver.
 he Pool Protector installation is very easy. It
T
sits on the pool deck as shown in the picture.
After you install the Pool Protector, it can’t
be deactivated; it is always in the alarm

ready mode until you put it in Sleep
Mode. If someone who does not know
how to put the Pool Protector in sleep
mode attempts to remove the alarm, it
will sound an alarm. The Pool Protector
comes with a remote receiver which can
be mounted in your home up to 200 feet
from the main unit. It comes with a 12
volt power supply.
The Pool Protector uses two 9 volt
batteries (not included) which should
last approximately one year. There is
an audible low battery indicator which
will sound at the poolside alarm and the
remote receiver.

POOLALARM • $159.00
15½” × 13” × 5”

Pool Protector sits right on the pool deck

VOICE ALERT SYSTEM-6 is a new annunciation system featuring wireless PIR (Passive Infrared motion detector) sensors, transmitters and a
remote receiver/speaker base unit. Users record their own alert messages and are then notified with their own voice message when activity in a
monitored zone is detected.
For instance, Zone 1 could be for a driveway alarm - ”Car coming up the driveway!” Zone 2 could guard a side entrance against intruders. When this PIR
detects movement the Base Unit could play back ”Someone’s on the patio” and trigger a floodlight using one of the four ”C” relays included on the base
unit. Zone 3 could be used by the entrance to the backyard pool. When triggered, this Zone plays back ”Kids are by the pool.” Zone 4 might be used to detect
movement in your prized garden. You could record ”Is there a deer in the garden?” to be played when the sensor for this zone is triggered near your garden.
System-6 can monitor all four zones simultaneously and still have two additional zones available (along with their own custom messages), if required.
Create your messages and place the wireless sensors
wherever you wish. Voice Alert System-6 sets up in
minutes and can be completely customized to fit your
individual needs. The wireless PIRs feature: all weather
protection, adjustable mounting and sensitivity, and can
send a signal 300 feet through walls and up to 1000 feet
in open space.

VA-6000S • $149.95
8” × 5¾” × 1¾”

Add as many
VOICE ALERT SENSORS
as you need per zone

Features:
• Wireless Driveway Alarm
• Residential and Small Business Security
• Child Monitoring and Pool Safety
• Allows up to six user recorded messages.
• Each message is specific to each zone.

VOICE ALERT SYSTEM-6 TRANSMITTERS - These transmitters connect to
sensing devices such as smoke alarms, motion and CO detectors, window/
gate/door contacts, door bells, water level indicators or pressure pads. When
the sensing device is triggered, the transmitter signals the Voice Alert System.
The TXPCBB-V has an additional feature: vibration sensor that will trigger if the
transmitter is bumped or moved. Can be used in conjunction with VA-6000T
transmitters.
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T XPCBB • $69.95
4” × 1½”

TXPCBB-V • $79.95
4” × 1½”

VA-6000T • $69.95
Additional Sensors
4¼” × 2½” × 3”

The MINI ALERT ALARM uses passive
infrared technology to protect a room from
intruders. Producing an infrared triangle,
the Mini Alert creates an unseen barrier
that’s impossible to penetrate without
setting off the alarm! Battery operated,
the Mini Alert needs no wiring and can be
easily moved to a new location. Chime
95db Alarm 120 db. Mounting bracket
included. Requires 3 AA batteries.

MINI2040 • $15.95
4⅛” × 2 3∕16”

Unit can be coded with a personal
security code and can be set to utilize
a two-tone entry chime, instead of
the alarm sound. Mounting screws
and AC connector included. 9 volt
battery (not included).

HA-125 • $32.95
3½” × 5½” x 2”

The DOOR GUARD ALARM is
a very versatile vibration alarm.
Ideal for home, office or travel.
This alarm requires no installation,
simply hang it on any doorknob
and it instantly detects any
vibration. When the alarm is
tripped, it will emit a 98 dB alarm
for 20-30 seconds, then will reset
in 3-5 seconds. The sensitivity of
the alarm is easily adjusted with a
screwdriver.

This multifunctional HOMESAFE® BARKING DOG ALARM system uses
an electronic radar-wave sense control. This technology allows it to ”see”
through wood, cement, brick, glass, etc. When an intruder enters the
guarded area, it automatically begins barking like an angry dog. From
outside, it sounds like you have a very unfriendly dog inside. It also can
announce visitors with a chime or alarm.

The Door Guard can also be used
as a flashlight. The Door Guard
is ideal for keeping you and
your loved ones safe from harm
whether in your home or while you
travel. Not sure about that shady
looking hotel, but can’t beat the
price? Now you can feel confident
and safe. Uses 2 AAA batteries
(not included).

HP-98DG • $12.99
4” × 2”
This compact, attractive MAGNETIC DOOR ALARM uses magnetic
affinity to initiate its 110 dB siren. The base of the alarm is attached to
door or window frame, the actuator is attached to the window or door.
The alarm is activated by opening the door or window. Great for any door
or window, particularly those hard to protect like sliding glass doors.
Includes three lithium button cell batteries.

SLAW2200B
$7.95
2½” × 1” × 1¼”

The 105 db MOTION ALERT
ALARM passive infrared system
detects motion in any selected
area. It mounts easily (vertically or
horizontally) near any entry area
and is battery operated, eliminating
any need for wiring.

SLAW2200W
$7.95
2½” × 1” × 1¼”

The radar sensitivity is adjustable from 10-20 feet, volume is also
adjustable. Stands 9 inches tall. Powered by AC power supply. Also takes
8 AA back-up batteries (not included)
in case of power loss. Unit needs to
face in the direction you want to
detect motion. Detection is
limited from the sides and
rear. The included remote
control lets you Arm and
Disarm the system, as well
as set off a Panic alarm.
You can also connect
up
to
16
additional
sensors to monitor larger
areas;
HA-MOTION
or
HA-SENSOR.

EWD-1 • $99.00
6” × 7” × 46∕8”
Use the SUPER DOOR STOP ALARM as an entry alarm and to block a
door from being opened. If anyone tries to open the door, this 120 dB
alarm will sound. There is a movement sensor with adjustable sensitivity
that will activate the alarm if it’s tampered with. ON/OFF switch is on the
back of the alarm. Uses one 9 volt battery (not included).

DSAL-2 • $15.00
6⅜” × 1¾”
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Blowguns
These BLOWGUNS are .40 caliber, precision manufactured with seamless T-6061 aircraft aluminum tubing and guaranteed for life. They are not
toys but the real thing. With all the new improvements, you can expect ranges over 250 feet and muzzle velocities as high as 350 feet per second or
more! In fact, the darts can penetrate 1/4” of plywood with no problem! 100% USA made. Each Blowgun comes with 12 target darts, mouthpiece,
muzzle guard, foam grip and two dart quivers. Available in various lengths.
Blowgun Target Darts

BG-18 • $9.00-18”
BG-24 • $11.00-24”

You may also wish to
add an optional PAINT
BALL
MAGAZINE
QUIVER set to your
blowgun. The magazine
set allows you to carry
up to 80 paint balls
on
your
blowgun.
(Paint
Balls
Not
Included)

BG-SM • $7.00

BG-36 • $ 13.00-36”
BG-48 • $ 16.00-48”

PB-100 $7.00
100 pack

BG-60 • $19.00-60”
BG-72 • $22.00-72”

PB-250 $14.00
250 pack

TAR-100
100
TAR-250
250
PB-1000 $29.95
1,000 pack

• $10.00
pack
• $20.00
pack

The SPLATMATIC accessory transforms any .40 caliber blowgun into a semiautomatic paint ball gun. Remove your mouthpiece and attach the splatmatic
to the tube. You can load up to 20 paint balls into the tube supplied with the
splatmatic. Every time you press the button, one paint ball will load into the
barrel. (Paint Balls Not Included)
BG-S • $9.00

Personal Alarms & Safety
CHILD GUARD PANDA - Have you ever experienced the terror of
thinking your child is missing or lost? We have all had the gut-wrenching
feeling of turning around on
a busy street and finding
that our child is nowhere
in sight. Now this could be
prevented with the new
improved CHILD GUARD
PANDA. Worn by the child,
the cartoon animal-shaped
transmitter sends a constant
signal to the receiver, which
is held by the adult. The
signal is adjustable - from a
distance of 3 to 21 feet, so
when the child goes beyond
the set distance, the adult’s
receiver starts to beep,
letting them know that the
child is starting to wander
off. The Child Guard is worn
on the child’s wrist.

YS-088 • $25.50
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Dimensions for child unit: 2⅛” × 1 9/16” × ⅝”
Dimensions for parent unit: 2½” × 1½” × ½”

You don’t even have to blow this
compact ELECTRONIC POCKET
WHISTLE - just push a button.
Emits a loud 120 dB whistle for
as long as you push the button.
Useful in various situations such
as sporting events, a locator
in
emergencies
(earthquakes,
collapsed
buildings),
referee
whistle, traffic use for police,
military training, dog handling
and as a safety alarm for crime
prevention. 4 inches long. Uses 4
LR44 batteries (included).

The KEYCHAIN ALARM WITH
LIGHT combines the two best
deterrents against attack - a 130
dB alarm and a flashing light. The
alarm is activated when the pin
attached to the keychain is pulled
or by pressing the alarm button on
the top of the unit. Can be used as
a flashlight without activating the
alarm to provide additional night
time safety. Two AAA batteries
included.

HP-388 • $19.95
4⅛” × ⅝”

PAL-130L • $10.00
3” × 1”

The MINI TRAVEL ALARM with PIR
SENSOR is an effective low cost motion
alarm that can be used to effectively
deter an assailant. It can be activated
by just pulling the alarm cord located
at the top of the unit or can detect
motion up to 9 feet away. Emits
a loud 15 second, 100 dB blast
making an impending criminal
cower and run.

The MINI PERSONAL ALARM LED FLASHLIGHT with Belt Clip and
keychain which has a very sleek and compact design, but don’t let
its small stature fool you. This easily activated alarm will emit an ear
piercing 120dB alert that will send your aggressor fleeing for the confines
of a sound proof room. You can deactivate this alarm just as easily as you
activated it, with the click of a perfectly located button. This alarm fits
easily in your pocket, purse, can be clipped onto your belt, or attached
to a key chain. The built in LED flashlight allows you to shed some light
on any situation. Anyway you chose to carry it, it will be nothing but
beneficial to your safety. Uses 3 replaceable LR44 batteries (included).
Available in 2 colors Black and Pink

Just slide the cover down
exposing the infrared sensor
and the OFF/AUTO switch.
Turn the switch to auto, and
the sensor will start detecting
motion in 60 seconds. Contains
an LED flashlight, and its
convenient size makes it perfect for concealing and traveling. Uses three
AG13 batteries (included).

PAL-100TR • $14.95
2⅞” × 1⅜” × 1”

PAL-120-BLK• $5.95
3" x 1½" x ½"

PAL-120-PINK• $5.95
3" x 1½" x ½"

The WATER OVERFLOW SENSOR ATTACHMENT easily connects to
the PAL-1 or PAL-1LIGHT. The overflow sensor protects against water
overflow or flooding. If the sensor comes in contact with water it will
sound the alarm. This is great for use near a washing machine, water
heater, bathtub, and in basements. The attachment comes with a suction
cup for easy mounting.

PAL-OVERFLOW • $2.00

This is a 2 IN 1 PERSONAL/
DOOR ALARM. It acts as a burglar
alarm and a personal alarm.
Hang it on any door knob (nonmetallic doors) and it instantly
and automatically sounds when an
intruder touches the door knob.

Designed to draw attention to any
crisis, our 130 dB PERSONAL
ALARM is as loud as eight 100
dB alarms. The alarm is activated
when the strap attached to the
alarm pin is pulled. Travels easily
on your belt or in your purse.

Carry it with you and just pull out
the metal chain to sound the alarm
and deter an assailant. The alarm
is 120 dB. Requires one 9 volt
battery (not included).

The Door Alarm accessory converts
the Personal Alarm into a portable
door or window alarm. Great for
home, hotel rooms, college dorms,
etc. Requires one 9 volt battery
(not included).

AL-2 • $10.95
4¼” × 2¼” × 1”

PAL-1 • $9.95
2⅛” × 2¾”

The new 3 IN 1 130db PERSONAL ALARM WITH LIGHT is the only
alarm that can act as a flashlight, personal alarm, laptop computer alarm,
and window or door alarm. It has 2
attachments. The first is a standard
smart hook that can be used on your
belt loop or purse. Second is the
window or door alarm attachment
that can be used on a window, door,
or as a laptop alarm. When the alarm
is activated there is a strobe light to
attract attention. The unit also has
a button for the flashlight function.
It runs off of one 9 volt battery (not
included).

PAL-1LIGHT • $11.95
3” × 2” x 1”
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The NAP ALARM is for
anyone who has ever felt
drowsy
while
driving.
Some of us have actually
fallen asleep only to be
awakened by the blaring
horn of an oncoming
car. The Nap Alarm is an
innovative,
potentially
lifesaving anti-drowsiness
alarm. It is worn over the ear and has an electronic position sensor.
When your head nods forward, it sounds a loud alarm to instantly wake
you and alert your passengers.

The sleek, slim design of
this PERSONAL ALARM
WITH
FLASHLIGHT
fits
easily
into
small
hands, purses and even
a pocket. The activation
pin is connected to a wrist
strap and when the pin is
removed the alarm sounds
at an ear piercing 130 dB.
The alarm is also equipped
with a flashlight, useful for dark parking lots or when entering a dark
building. Perfect for real estate agents, night-shift employees and even
children! Uses two AAA batteries (included).

PL-6 • $9.95
3½” × 2½” × ½”

The Nap Alarm is not only designed for drivers, it is also perfect for
people who need to be fully alert while on duty, for example, security
guards, machine operators and even students while studying or where
concentration is required. Makes a perfect gift. Uses three AG13 alkaline
button cell batteries (included).
NZ-1 • $9.95

MACE®
SCREECHER
AEROSOL
ALARM
This
alarm
emits
an
ear-piercing
blast
readily recognized as an
emergency call for help.
Its high-pitched shriek
can be heard up to ¼
mile away. Convenient
size for pocket or purse.
10 gram unit has a pushtop activator. Contains
approximately 30 short
blasts.

1⅞” × 2¼” × ⅝”

PETAG-3 • $4.99
12 Pack
Replacement Batteries
PET BLINKIES are vibrant, multi-color lights
that attach easily to a collar, leash or harness. Pet
Blinkies are waterproof and visible up to ½ mile
away. Available in 3 blinking, vibrant colors: Blue/
White, Pink/Jade, Red/White/Blue

PETBLIN • $7.99

Super bright 9 LED FLASHLIGHT can go anywhere with
you. Red metal body with on/off switch and small
strap at the base. 9 shock resistant LED lights. Uses
3 AAA batteries (not included).

FL-9L • $5.50
3¾ ” long, 1” diameter

These BIKE SAFETY LIGHTS are a safe and convenient way to
illuminate your bike. These lights are visible at distances up to a mile.
Convenient rubber strap that attaches to any bike. Long lasting LED
rated at 100,000 hours of use.
Micro Bike Lights have a rubber strap and curved inner surface that
allows the lights to be securely attached to your seat post, handlebars
or bike frame. Front and Rear Safety Lights have 2 settings; Steady and
Flashing. Requires 2 CR2032 Replaceable Lithium Batteries (included).
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F-SH-213 • $10.95
2⅞” × 1¼”

80145 • $9.95
4¾” × ⅞”

The BICYCLE HEAD LIGHT
includes an easy to use handlebar
mounting bracket that allows for
convenient quick-release when not
in use. It can also be used as a
flashlight. Super Bright White LED
lights have 2 Functions; Steady
and Flashing. Requires 2 AA
Batteries (not included).

The BICYCLE TAIL LIGHT has
180 degrees of illumination,
ensuring you will be seen from
both sides, as well as from behind.
5 Super Bright LED lights have 2
Functions: Steady and Flashing.
Requires 2 AAA Batteries (not
included).

F-SH-211 • $14.95
3¼” × 1½”

F-SH-217 • $6.99
2½” × 2¼”

Q1014 • $14.95 7” Long
The AUTO EMERGENCY TOOL is clearly a lifesaver! With 4 emergency
functions in one, this car emergency tool is the most versatile on the
market. The super bright flashlight can be used at night in any situation.
The blinking emergency light activates automatically upon removal from
its base.
If trapped inside a car, use the unit as a hammer to break the window
for escape or use the blade to cut the seat belt. A snap-on base allows
for fast removal in any emergency while the magnetic head keeps the
unit handy when working on the car. The housing is water resistant. Easy
installation requires no tools. Includes: Super Bright Flashlight, Blinking
Emergency Light, Window Escape Hammer and Seat Belt Cutter. Takes 2
AA batteries (not included)
Extra
bright,
high
intensity 7 FUNCTION
LED LIGHTS have seven
functions with different
flashing
patterns.
Includes heavy duty PVC
bike mount, arm or wrist
strap and belt clip. Can be
worn like a pager. A must
for every biker, jogger, child or stranded motorist. Uses two AA batteries
(included).

This handy super-bright go-anywhere LED CELL PHONE FLASH-LITE
easily attaches to your cell phone and more! Great for Home, Office,
Travel, Outdoors, 6,000 hour lifetime LED lights. Available in black or
silver.
CELL-PH-LITE • $5.99

27 LED WORKLIGHT - Featuring
24 super bright, long lasting LEDs,
with an additional 3 directional
lights. The 27 LED Work Light is
equipped with a magnetic back that
will attach to most metal surfaces,
and a strong fold away swivel
hook.
Ergonomic construction,
shockproof, and waterproof! (Uses
3 AAA batteries, included).

WKLT-27LED • $7.95
3⅞” × 2½” × 1½”

LLGT5010R • $9.00
3” × 2” × 1”

The LARGE ALARMED PADLOCK works
as a Motion Sensor when it’s locked the
100db alarm will sound when the lock is
tampered. The alarm will go off giving
excellent security to your bikes, fence,
gates or any application it is used on.

The SMALL ALARMED PADLOCK works as a Motion Sensor when it’s
locked the 100db alarm will sound when the lock is tampered. The alarm
will go off giving excellent security to your bikes, fence, gates or any
application it is used on.
Features: Built-in Siren Padlock, 100 dB Siren Alarm, 3pcs AG13 button
batteries included, Comes with 2 keys, made from zinc alloy

Features: Built-in Siren Padlock, 100 dB
Siren Alarm, 3pcs AG13 button batteries
included, Comes with 2 keys, made from
zinc alloy

ALRMLCK-LG • $ 20.95
5 ¼” x 2 3/16” x 1”

ALRMLCK-SM • $ 19.95
3 ¼” x 2 3/16” x 1” 31

Diversion Safes
DIVERSION SAFES - the best place to hide anything is in plain sight. The Chicago Crime Commission states that a burglar spends an average of 8
minutes in the victim’s home. Put the odds in your favor, hide your valuables in plain sight. The diversion safes are a unique home-security product.
We offer a wide variety of personal care, household products and food containers with removable tops and bottoms. Valuables can be discreetly
stored inside these look-a-like containers and kept in their seemingly rightful places. Each is indistinguishable from the genuine product and is even
weighted to feel full.
Dimensions Listed Are Interior Safe Dimensions - Pictures are for Illustration Purposes Only
the design of the cans can change at the discretion of the manufacturer.

DS-WALLCLK • $15.95
2” × 8½” x 2

DS-CLOSETLT • $15.95
7½” × 7½”
Light Requires 3 AA Batteries
(not included)

DS-BOOK • $19.00
6¾” × 3⅞” × 1½”

DS-LEMONADE • $39.00
4” × 4¾”
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DS-STONE • $6.95
1¼” × 2¼” × ¾”

DS-WALL • $5.95
2 3/16” × 2” × 5”

DS-FLOWERPOT • $31.95
3½” × 3½”
Color May Vary

Titles May Vary

COMBINATION
LOCKING BOOK SAFE
- The locking book safe
looks like an English
Dictionary on the book
shelf. However it has a
combiantion lock and
has plenty of room
inside for a small pistol,
cash, jewlery, credit
cards and much more.
The interior dimensions
of the safe are 9 1/2"
x 7 7/8" x 2 5/8". The
outer dimensions are 9
5/8" x 8 1/8" x 3 1/8".

DS-LCKBK • $21.95

DS-CREAMER
$19.95
1¾” × 5”

DS-SPRAY
$17.95
1¾” × 5¼”

DS-SEASALT
$13.95
1¼” × 5¼”

DS-MORTON
$15.95
2¼” × 3”

DS-BOWL
$19.95
1¼” × 3¾”

DS-COFFEE
$27.95
3” × 3½”

DS-AJAXLG
$21.95
1¾” × 5½”

DS-LINT
$16.95
1½” × 3½”

DS-FLOUR
$19.95
2¼” × 3”

DS-BRAKE
$19.95
1¼” × 3¾”

DS-DEODOR
$11.95
1¾” × 5¼”

DS-BRUSH
$24.95
1” × 3¾”

DS-BATHROOM DS-ENGINE
$19.95
$19.95
1¼” × 3¾”
1¼” × 3¾”

DS-FABRIC
$19.95
1¼” × 3¾”

DS-ARIZONA
$12.50
1¾” × 6”

DS-BRUT
$19.95

DS-PEANUTBUTTER
$12.95
2¼” × 4”

DS-THERMOMETER
$5.95
1 11/16” × 6”
This Item Also Has Two
Hooks To Hang Keys.

DS-OVEN
$19.95
1¼” × 3¾”

DS-CARPET
$19.95
1¼” × 3¾”

DS-BARBASOL
$19.00
2” × 3½”

DS-CLEANER
$19.95
1¼” × 3¾”
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DS-SPAGHETTI DS-BEEFRONI
$22.00
$22.00
3” × 2⅜”
3” × 2⅜”

DS-HUNTS
$24.00
3” × 2⅜”

DS-CAMPBELLS
$22.00
3” × 2⅜”
DS-JBOIL
$19.00
2” × 5¼”

DS-CHERRY7UP
$10.00
1” × 3⅞”

DS-A&WROOTBEER
$10.00
1” × 3⅞”

DS-AQUANET
$19.00
2” × 6½”
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DS-DRPEPPER
$10.00
1” × 3⅞”

DS-7UP
$10.00
1” × 3⅞”

DS-DESENEX
$19.00
1⅝” × 3”

DS-GUNK
$19.00
2” × 7”

DS-KIBBLES
$19.00
1⅞” × 4”

DS-SPRITE
$10.00
1” × 3⅞”

DS-COKE
$10.00
1” × 3⅞”

DS-SCOTCHGARD
$19.00
2” × 4½”

DS-AJAX
$19.00
1⅞” × 4½”

DS-LQWRENCH
$19.00
2” × 5”

DS-BEER
$12.00
1” × 3⅞”

DS-JBENGINE
$19.00
2” × 6½”

DS-FRUIT
$19.00
1⅞” × 3½”

DS-LYSOL
$28.00
5¼” × 1¾”

SafeFamilyLife™ Safety Kits
SafeFamilyLife™ combines our products with product instructional DVDs, manuals, and new extensively researched reports into special purpose
”kits.” This is an innovative, unique approach unlike anything currently available in the personal/family security field. SafeFamilyLife™ is all about its
name: giving families the information, education, motivation, resources and highest quality affordable products they need to create a safe family life
at home, while traveling, for their children away at school, or for their senior parents living alone. As the economy suffers, more and more people are
concerned about their safety. People still need help protecting themselves, their loved ones and their property. 1 in 6 women will be sexually assaulted
in their lifetimes. College age women are 4 times more likely to be assaulted. People are not provided with any training in Personal, Family and Home
Security, and if they looked for products on their own, they had no one source and no knowledgeable assistance…until now. Simple, fact-based education
on these matters can and does save lives! All products are non-lethal, safe and covered by warranties. All products backed by satisfaction guarantees.

The SafeFamilyLife™ ULTIMATE APARTMENT SURVIVAL KIT is specifically structured for
apartment security. From the door stop alarm, to a mini infrared alarm, to a diversion safe for your
valuables, to your personal safety with pepper sprays.
•
•
•
•
•

SFL-APARTMENT• $119.00

Diversion Safe - Dried Soup (1)
½ oz. Pepper Spray with Visor Clip (1)
Glass Breakage Alarm (1)
Magnetic Door Alarm (2)
Mini Alert Alarm (1)

•
•
•
•
•

2 oz. Pepper Spray with Wall Mount (1)
Door Stop Alarm (1)
Cell Phone Lite (1)
All Batteries Included
Products Instructional Manual

That’s Not All...You get 5 Special Safety Reports:
Apartment Complex Safety, Five Steps To A Safer Apartment, How To Protect Your Home and Family
From A Home Invasion, How To Select A Safe Apartment, How To Prevent And Handle Burglaries.

The SafeFamilyLife™ EXTREME COLLEGE SURVIVAL KIT is specifically structured to make
a young woman’s life safer at college. From the infrared room alarm, to a door stop alarm, to a book
diversion safe to hide her valuables, to personal safety with pepper sprays and electronic whistle.
•
•
•
•
•
•

SFL-COLLEGE• $129.00

Lipstick Pepper Spray (1)
Nap Alarm (1)
½ oz. Pepper Spray with Visor Clip (1)
2 oz. Pepper Spray with Wall Mount (1)
½ oz. Pepper Spray with Keychain (1)
Diversion Safe – Book (1)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic Pocket Whistle (1)
Door Stop Alarm (1)
Cell Phone Lite (1)
Motion Alert Alarm (1)
All Batteries Included
Products Instructional Manual

That’s Not All...You get 6 Special Safety Reports:
College And Campus Safety Tips, College Rape Report, How To Secure Your Dorm or Apartment,
Roommates, Safe Dating, Tools Parents Can Use To Prepare Their Kid For College.

Every kit includes an instruction manual and a demonstration DVD
The SafeFamilyLife™ ULTIMATE VEHICLE SAFETY KIT is specifically structured to make the
time you spend in your vehicle safer. From your vehicle auto emergency tool, to a diversion safe for your
valuables, to your personal safety with pepper spray, to helping you stay awake on long drives with the
nap alarm.
•
Auto Emergency Tool (1)
•
½ oz. Pepper Spray with Keychain (1)
•
Nap Alarm (1)
•
Diversion Safe – Engine Degreaser Can(1)
•
½ oz. Pepper Spray with Visor Clip (1)
•
All Batteries Included
•
9 LED Flashlight (1)
•
Products Instructional Manual

SFL-VEHICLE• $85.00

That’s Not All...You get 5 Special Safety Reports:
Car-Jacking Prevention and Plan of Action, How To Prevent and Manage Auto Emergencies, How To
Protect Your Car From Burglary or Theft, What To Do If You Are Stopped By The Police, What You Need
To Know About Parking Lot Safety.
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The SafeFamilyLife™ ULTIMATE PERSONAL SAFETY KIT FOR WOMEN is specifically
structured to keep women safer while at home or out and around. From the book diversion safe to hide
valuables; to personal safety with pepper sprays, personal alarm and electronic whistle.
•
•
•
•

Lipstick Pepper Spray (1)
Diversion Safe – Book (1)
Electronic Pocket Whistle (1)
130 dB Personal Alarm with Light (1)

•
•
•
•

½ oz. Pepper Spray with
Leatherette Holster (1)
All Batteries Included
Products Instructional Manual

That’s Not All...You get 5 Special Safety Reports:
Safe Dating, Self Defense Techniques, Stay Safe When Traveling, What To Do If You Are Stopped By
The Police, What You Should Know About Sexual & Domestic Assault.

Every kit includes an instruction manual and a demonstration DVD

SFL-PERSONAL• $99.00

The SafeFamilyLife™ BEING SAFE AT HOME SURVIVAL KIT - BASIC SYSTEM is
specifically structured for your home security. From the home alarm, to a diversion safe for your
valuables, to your personal safety with pepper sprays and personal alarm.
•
•
•
•
•

Auto Dialer (1)
Diversion Safe - Peanut Butter Jar (1)
UFO Alarm (1)
Glass Breakage Alarm (2)
Magnetic Door Alarm (2)

•
•
•
•
•

Mini Alert Alarm (1)
2 oz. Pepper Sprays with Wall Mounts (2)
Door Stop Alarm (1)
All Batteries Included
Products Instructional Manual

That’s Not All...You get 4 Special Safety Reports:
How To Childproof Your Home, How To Prevent and Handle Burglaries, How To Protect Your Home
and Family From A Home Invasion, Neighborhood Watch Program.

SFL-HOMEBASIC • $225.00
The SafeFamilyLife™ BEING SAFE AT HOME SURVIVAL KIT - ADVANCED SYSTEM
is specifically structured for your home security. From the home alarm, to a hidden camera, to a
diversion safe for your valuables, to your personal safety with pepper sprays and personal alarm.
•
•
•
•
•

Auto Dialer (1)
Diversion Safe - Dried Soup (1)
UFO Alarm (1)
Glass Breakage Alarm (4)
Magnetic Door Alarm (2)

•
•
•
•
•

Motion Detector Hidden Camera (1)
2 oz. Pepper Sprays with Wall Mounts (2)
4 oz. Pepper Spray (1)
All Batteries Included
Products Instructional Manual

That’s Not All...You get 4 Special Safety Reports:
How To Childproof Your Home, How To Prevent and Handle Burglaries, How To Protect Your Home
and Family From A Home Invasion, Neighborhood Watch Program.

Every kit includes an instruction manual and a demonstration DVD

SFL-HOMEADVANCED • $459.00

The SafeFamilyLife™ ULTIMATE OFFICE SAFETY & SECURITY KIT is specifically structured
to make the office a safe working environment. From the wall clock hidden camera with built in DVR; to
auto dialer alarm; to a dummy camera; to personal safety with pepper spray.
•
•
•
•

Wall Clock Hidden Camera (1)
2 oz. Pepper Spray with Wall Mount (1)
Dome Dummy Camera (1)
Auto Dialer (1)

•
•
•

UFO Alarm (1)
All Batteries Included
Products Instructional Manual

That’s Not All...You get 6 Special Safety Reports:
12 Steps To A Safer Office, How To Create A Safe Working Environment, How To Develop & Implement
Emergency Plans, How To Protect Confidential Information, Theft Protection, What You Need To
Know About Discrimination and Harassment.
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SFL-OFFICE• $679.00

Instructional Fighting DVDs
FRANK CUCCI - Spent 12 years as a Navy SEAL
(including four years in SEAL Team Six), the most
elite division in the SEALS - the guys who always
get the juiciest and toughest assignments.
UNARMED COMBAT COURSE - You’ll learn
skills specifically designed for situations where
top soldiers suddenly found themselves without a
gun or even a pocket knife - possibly wounded surprised by ambush - out-numbered - and with
the violence around them reaching the point of life and death! Minimal
athletic ability is required, and each move must have a high consistency
DVD-CUCCI • $69.00 1 Hr. 55 Min.
of success.
VLADIMIR VASILIEV - A former Russian soldier
in the elite Spetznaz secret service of the Russian
Army (so well-trained in every aspect of combat
that even the dreaded KGB was terrified of them).
When Vladimir escaped to Canada from Russia,
everybody wanted him - including the U.S. military,
eager to learn his combat secrets - and the U.S.
military still doesn’t have these amazing fighting
secrets! You cannot find a qualified teacher of these
vicious hand-to-hand fighting secrets anywhere in
the United States. This stuff is hands-down the best-kept secret among
insiders in the world of serious combat.
RUSSIAN FIGHTING SYSTEM - This unique and almost lost art is
the only hand-to-hand fighting system taught to the feared and deadly
Russian Spetsnaz soldiers!
DVD-RUSSIA • $97.00 4 Hrs.
CHRIS CLUGSTON - As a bouncer, kick-boxer, shoot
boxer and experienced street fighter, Christopher
Clugston knows how stupid it is to master any martial
art style that has ”rules”. The real world of street
fighting has no rules!
COMBAT JKD - Chris is very aggressive in his
teaching methods. He demonstrates running attacks
and how to deal effectively with multiple attackers.
These techniques are quick and easy to learn and don’t necessarily require
a partner to practice and master them. This is the most honestly brutal,
BAM-BAM-and-you’re-done kind of fighting you could ever imagine … and
the best part is, it’s especially easy for ”non-fighting” types of people to
master quickly!
DVD-SECRET • $97.00 3 Hrs. 45 Min.

RANDALL BROWN - When Randall Brown
discovered his heritage (he’s Cherokee/Apache/
Irish) he began a journey that took him all over
the U.S. and Canada, to reservations, small towns,
and finally to the Great Plains, to learn everything
he could. INDIAN FIGHTING SKILLS - There’s
not an ounce of ”Asian Martial Arts” to this system.
This is nothing but pure, distilled, untouched ”Plains
Indian” fighting techniques. Astonishing hand to
hand ”instant take out” moves that you’ve never
seen before, it’s what Plains Indian Braves used every day to survive in
the brutal reality of their daily lives.

DVD-INDFIG • $97.00 2 Hrs. 15 Min.

BOB TAYLOR - Was born a little man with a smart
mouth and a bad attitude. So he had to learn how
to fight - and win. Perhaps the best self educated
street fighter around. He developed his unique
style of dirty fighting during his 40 years of formal
training. He’s worked as a private eye, a personal
armed bodyguard to superstar rock groups (like
Aerosmith, the Who and Led Zepplin), and a canine
handler for 11 separate jurisdictions.
SMALL MAN’S ADVANTAGE - In the most sizzling display of raw fighting
savvy you’ll ever witness, little man Taylor proves you can quickly learn,
and just as quickly use, his personal Bag O’ Nasty Tricks to completely
obliterate someone twice your size. In fact, these vicious tricks work best
when you’re outweighed, outsized and out-muscled by your opponent!

DVD-SMALL • $69.00 1 Hr. 46 Min.

DELTA SEAL CAMP - This is a series of elite
combat courses that were hosted by actual Navy
SEAL and real U.S. Army DELTA veteran trainers.
DELTA SEAL CAMP - For 4 incredibly intense
days, shared everything they knew about closequarters weapons and unarmed combat. We
brought together former Navy SEALs and DELTA
Force soldiers to teach their spec-op level armed
and unarmed skills to a small group of ordinary
civilians for 4 intense days, word quickly got back to Washington - and the
whole thing sent shockwaves throughout the entire Defense bureaucracy!
These camps were the most complete training in elite level military handto-hand and firearm expertise ever offered to anyone outside the Special
Forces.
DVD-CAMP • $177.00 7 Hrs.

JACOV BRESSLER - Began his training at age 16 with an
Argentinean master instructor who is a direct disciple of
legendary Okinawa Karate master Gogen Yamaguchi’s Son.
That style - Goju Ryu Karate - is still one of the most ”hard
core” martial art styles in the world today.
FAST AND FURIOUS - There are two DVD’s in this set. First,
Jacov reveals his most important ”single lesson to street level
fighting mastery” material. This is the ”speed-learning” shortcut
hand-to-hand tactics he teaches cops and soldiers who don’t
have time for practice. Second, he does the best job of teaching

civilians about improvised weapons. (This is a SPECIAL ART,
and one that Jacov perfected long ago, during the days where he
had to fashion weapons out of thin air to survive.)
Last, Jacov insisted on providing an extra lesson showing you
how to use these simple new skills in real situations. It was
expensive setting up these real-life scenarios, but oh my god it
was worth it. Just watching these lessons will give you access
to stunning new (and very simple) fighting skills that will make
you almost invulnerable in any real-world fight. Best part: You
can learn it super-fast.

DVD-FASTFURIOUS • $69.00 3 Hrs. 27 Min.
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BEN COOLEY - Is a professional SWAT Team Trainer
and a key member of an elite Federal Tactics Team
that protects sensitive government installations. He
has over 14 years of intense hands on experience
in hostage rescue and SWAT operations. He’s also
a Two Time Soldier of Fortune Three-Gun Champion
He’s won 7 separate State and Regional Gun
Championships - a two-time Championship Team
Leader at the USPSA National Championship.
FIGHTING MINDSET - In case you didn’t know, home invasions are the
most deadly and most horrible of all attacks. It’s the surprise that can
defeat you if you don’t know how to deal with it. Bennie gives you special
skills that not only prepare you to respond to a surprise attack - but you’ll
know how to take control over the situation in the blink of an eye!

DVD-MINDSET • $97.00 4 Hrs. 30 Min.

NIR MAMAN (pronounced Near) - Is a former
Israeli special forces commando and top
hand-to-hand combat instructor. His longrange reconnaissance unit (the feared Sayeret
Golani) roamed deep into enemy territory,
fighting, capturing and eliminating terrorists
and insurgents. Usually, there were only 4
men in his unit. Alone, without back-up, miles
from safety - and with less than one-fourth
the training U.S. Spec Op soldiers receive
- these men faced constant, unrelenting and vicious counter-guerilla
combat. These men did not have the luxury of long training. Israel has a
limited population, and the men who join the Special Forces must get up
to speed faster than any other soldier in the world.
ISRAELI CONNECTION - This is a 2-disc package that covers hand-tohand fighting, including moves no one outside the Israeli Spec Op world has
ever seen before! The ground fighting video and the knife and gun disarming
lesson.

DVD-ISRADV • $129.00 3 Hrs. 30 Min.

DVD-SAFE
$39.00
1 Hour

DVD-RAT
$49.00
1 Hour

PAUL VUNAK - Without a doubt
one of the most respected and
dangerous men in the world
at hand-to-hand combat. He
specializes in teaching Navy
SEALS, FBI, and CIA and a dozen
police department SWAT teams
how to be the most deadly and
efficient soldiers on the planet.
Paul’s fighting systems can be
learned quickly and used with
brutal efficiency!

STREET SAFE - This package
presents the eight basic tools of JKD that will get you out of 95% of any
street confrontation. The instruction is clear, concise, and easy to learn.
R.A.T. FIGHTING SYSTEM - Paul originally designed this R.A.T.
fighting system for ”hot duty” professionals who had zero time to
practice, often had no previous fighting skills, but whose lives depended
on learning a simple ”end the fight right now” set of skills.
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SHANNON STALLARD - Mr. Shannon Stallard is a
former bodyguard and leading expert in hand-to-hand
and weapons tactics. He specializes in training those
who need effective skills in life and death situations.
With a lifetime of study, holding teaching positions in
numerous styles of martial arts, you can now learn
from his elite, hard-won expertise that others have
come to trust with their very lives. THE ADVANCED
COMBATIVE TACTICS (ACT) system is a set of nine
expandable and evolving strategies that transform you into a close quarter's
battle expert. Whether your intent is self-defense, arrest and control or
threat elimination the act system has it all from hand to hand to small arms.
On this DVD you will learn: Tactics for multiple attackers, psychological tools
that prevent freezing and deadly mistakes, devastating strikes that work
in any street encounter to diminish the power of a bigger person through
control of the spine and much, much more.

DVD-ACT • $69.00 1 Hr. 35 Min.

GREGG WOOLDRIDGE - Is one of the nicest
guys you’ll ever meet, but he’s also known as
one of the baddest cats walking the planet. He
was a street cop for 11 years before joining the
most famous executive protection group in the
world. He protected not just top executives of big
companies, but also musicians and performance
stars from all parts of the entertainment world.
Remember the gangsta rapper Biggie Smalls? Well
Gregg quit in disgust when his warnings of sloppy
security around the star went unheeded. Less than
24 hours later, Smalls was murdered by rival gang members. It all pissed
Gregg off to the point that he decided to do something drastic - make his
simple and highly effective fight strategies available to average civilians.
Guys who will listen and do what it takes to protect the lives of their loved
ones.
BE THE BODYGUARD - This special training is not hard and it’s super
easy to master. You’ll learn how a street-savvy fighter uses the escalation
of force to overwhelm larger opponents, even when you’re surprised from
behind. You’ll also learn how street-wise fighters use psychology to scare
even tough, big men, and how to make yourself impossible to strike.
You’ll be the one that is safe and be able to help while everyone else is
panicking. The improvised weapons instruction is very cool and it means
you will never be without a weapon, no matter where you are. Advanced
gun disarmament too. He’s had to do it. This is not theory. This is what
works, and what you need to know.

DVD-BODYGUARD • $69.00 4 Hrs. 6 Min.

JIM WEST - Is simply one of the most feared men
on earth. He has earned a half dozen medals in
Iraq during Operation Desert Storm, has spent 15
years in the black bag arm of the Green Berets,
trains special forces and Justice Department agents
in hand-to-hand combat, and has actually been in
over 600 bloody hand-to-hand street fights - never
losing - ever!
FIGHT TO WIN - Jim quickly teaches you the Dark
Art of truly nasty, vicious no-rules fighting. He
teaches you how to punch, movement patterns, kicks, choke holds, joint
manipulations, pressure points and floor moves, plus much more

DVD-WIN • $97.00 4 Hrs. 4 Min.

Security Scanners
The CSI PRO-POINTER™ with HOLSTER Pinpointing Metal
Detector speeds the search and recovery efforts of crime scene
evidence. This highly–sensitive pin pointer has both audible and
vibrating alarms and requires no tuning. Proportional alarms increase
in intensity based on target’s proximity to quickly pinpoint weapons,
shell casings, projectiles and crime scene evidence. Search walls and
tight spaces for hidden items like metal pipes or studs, can also check
wood for nails. Features a scraping blade to sift through soil and is also
water resistant - can be washed in running water or used in the rain.
Automatically adjusts - Microprocessor circuitry ensures maximum
sensitivity with no tuning necessary. Pinpointing tip and 360°
side scanning capability in one pin pointer. Scan with the side of
the detector to quickly cover an area, then use the tip to precisely
pinpoint the target. Static detection (no motion required) speeds
target recovery. LED flashlight assists in low light recoveries. Woven
belt holster included.

The SUPERWAND has a 360° detection field that provides uniform
sensitivity and tip pinpointing to detect weapons and other metal
objects with extreme accuracy. From airports to sporting events, the
lightweight SuperWand is the hand-held of choice for today’s security
screener. High-volume screening detector with versatile dual alarm
mode which allows audible or silent search. Detects ferrous, nonferrous and stainless steel weapons, contraband and other metal
objects.
Self-calibrating: digital microprocessor technology eliminates the
need for periodic sensitivity adjustments. Easy and convenient to
use with one-touch button and three color LED lights. Clear audible
or Silent /Vibrate LED alarm signal. Rugged injection molded
construction including structurally isolated coil for added impact
absorption. Ergonomically designed grip fits comfortably in virtually
any size hand. Easy ON/OFF battery cover: standard 9 volt battery
included. Optional rechargeable battery kit available.

1166020 • $169.95
9” × 1½”
The GARRETT TACTICAL HAND-HELD METAL DETECTOR
(THD) is the most rugged, compact metal detector on the market.
Has a silent vibrating alarm indicator. Ultra sensitive response to
metal objects. Works well for all law enforcement operations, but it
is also particularly effective for use in schools, bars, clubs, and for
corporate security. Built-in flashlight is ideal for law enforcement and
night operations. Highly-sensitive - Powerful 4” length, 360° detection
area
Accurate detection of all ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless steel
weapons, contraband and other metallic objects. Bright LED flashlight
for low light and night operations. Useful for scanning IDs and for
searching pockets, handbags. Silent vibrating with Red LED alarm
indicator. Sealed water-resistant construction. Easy ON/OFF battery
cover. 9 volt battery (included), ballistic weave holster (included):
mounts easily on belt or in car. Optional rechargeable battery kit.

1165800 • $229.95
19” × 3¼” × 1¼”
Garrett’s SUPERSCANNER V is the most recognized hand-held
metal detector in the world. The industry leader for more than 25
years, the SuperScanner V is backed by ongoing state-of-the-art
Garrett engineering. Ultimate sensitivity: detects medium sized pistol
from 9” distance; large knife from 6”; razor blades and box cutters
from 3” distance; foil-wrapped drugs and tiny jewelry from 1”. Large
8” scan surface for quick, thorough scanning.
The SuperScanner V is self-calibrating, the digital microprocessor
technology eliminates the need for periodic sensitivity adjustments.
Rugged, high-impact ABS case with reinforced coil compartment
keeps the internal components safe. Three-color LED indication, sharp
audible alarm and bright red LED indicates the detection of metal.
Momentary push button helps pause detection of nearby ambient
metal, like rebar, metal walls, etc. 9 volt battery (included). Optional
rechargeable battery kit available.

1165900 • $199.95
8.43” × 1⅝”

Garett's METAL DETECTORS RECHARGE BATTERY
KIT Includes two (2) environmentally friendly Cadmiumfree Ni-MH batteries and charger. For use with CSI PROPOINTER, SuperWand, THD, and SuperScanner V.

1612000 • $24.95
3”× 2” × 2½”

1165190 • $199.95
16½” × 3½” × 1⅝”
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Hidden Cameras
These everyday items have tiny cameras hidden in them. They are easy to use and easy to install. Use these hidden cameras to protect
your property at your home, office, your children, and your pets to give you peace of mind. Many of them are very portable, easily
moved from room to room or place to place. Any of the DVRs we carry (pg. 57) will work with these cameras. You get the cables,
connectors and multi power supplies (pg. 65 - 67) you need too. All of them are hand-crafted in the USA. Our Wireless cameras
transmit up to 1000 feet line of sight and about 300 feet through walls. Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best
possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Alarm Clock Hidden Camera - Sleep peacefully with the Alarm
Clock hidden camera. A fully functional FM/AM radio alarm clock with large
LED display. Includes a double alarm, easy-to-see alarm indicator, sleep
button and alarm volume control. Battery back-up on the clock in case
of electricity loss. Red tuning needle is fixed in place to prevent camera
obstruction, but radio station can still be adjusted with tuning dial.
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible
images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient
light (night light, TV)
• See page 52 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W HC-ALARC-W • $138.00 Wired Camera
HC-ALARC-G • $410.00 Wireless Camera

Color

HC-ALARC-WC • $146.00 Wired Camera
HC-ALARC-GC • $418.00 Wireless Camera

The Air Freshener Hidden Camera
is non-functioning as an air freshener but is
perfect as a hidden camera. The air freshener
is powered by an 4 hour rechargeable battery
pack, no wires or cords to plug in. Just
set-up and go. You’ll be able to see everything
happening in the room. Dimensions: 8.5”×
3.5”

The Wind Tower Hidden Camera
is ideal for most locations in your home. The
fully-functioning space-saving fan is designed
for quiet performance. Rotating fan/camera
pans left and right, three speeds, child safety
grills. It’s lightweight and easily portable.
Dimensions= 12.25” × 4.9” × 5.4”
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz
receiver (a $272.00 Value)

• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4
GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)

• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX
which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some
ambient light (night light, TV)

• Black & White Cameras feature .003
LUX which allows best possible images
in almost complete darkness. Camera
requires some ambient light (night light,
TV)

• See page 52 for the self-contained, built-in
DVR version.

• See page 44 for the self-contained, builtin DVR version.

B&W HC-ARWCK-G • $461.00 Wireless Camera
Color HC-ARWCK-GC • $469.00 Wireless Camera
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Camera Specifications
Image Sensor
Resolution
Min. Illumination
Lens Type
Power Required

B&W
Color

HC-WNDTN-G • $427.00 Wireless Camera
HC-WNDTN-GC • $435.00 Wireless Camera

Black & White
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

Color
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

The EXIT Sign Hidden Camera adds security to safety. Durable, safe for cool or hot
conditions. Universal, easy snap fit installation. Exit Sign is fully functional. It comes with a pig
tail to be hard wired or you can attach a 2 prong plug to plug into a wall outlet. AC only, 120V AC.
12” × 7½”× 1¾”
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)
• See page 52 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W HC-EXITS-W • $120.00 Wired Camera
HC-EXITS-G • $406.00 Wireless Camera
Color HC-EXITS-WC • $129.00 Wired Camera
HC-EXITS-GC • $415.00 Wireless Camera

Wall Clock Hidden Camera - It’s time to know what’s going on when you’re not
there. Do this with a standard quartz Wall Clock Hidden Camera. Diameter measures 11 ¼”.
Just hang it up on a wall, plug it in and go.
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)
• See page 52 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W HC-WALLC1-W • $105.00 Wired Camera
HC-WALLC1-G • $348.00 Wireless Camera
Color HC-WALLC1-WC • $113.00 Wired Camera
HC-WALLC1-GC • $362.00 Wireless Camera

Boom Box Hidden Camera - Fully-functional and portable it comes with AM/FM radio,
CD/CD-R/RW playback, headphone jack. 2 Way Power: AC/DC or 8 C batteries (batteries
only power boom box and are not included). CD player is fully programmable with options for
repeat and random play. Dimensions= 14.5” × 9” × 5”
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)
• See page 52 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W

HC-BMBOX-W • $183.00 Wired Camera
HC-BMBOX-G • $455.00 Wireless Camera

Color HC-BMBOX-WC • $191.00 Wired Color Camera
HC-BMBOX-GC • $463.00 Wireless Camera

Camera Specifications
Image Sensor
Resolution
Min. Illumination
Lens Type
Power Required

Black & White
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

Color
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts
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The Desktop Computer Speakers Hidden Camera would go unseen and
unsuspected by a cheating spouse or computer snoop. The fully functional 2 piece speaker
system works with your PC, iPod, MP3, CD and DVD players. Includes easy power and volume
controls with headphone jack.
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)

B&W HC-DSKSP-W • $127.00 Wired Camera
HC-DSKSP-G • $402.00 Wireless Camera
Color HC-DSKSP-WC • $135.00 Wired Camera
HC-DSKSP-GC • $410.00 Wireless Camera
The Motion Detector Hidden Camera can be used in many locations. It is common
to find Motion Detectors in places like homes and businesses but most people would not think
one contains a hidden camera. Ideal because of it’s small size. Includes rotating base mount
and installs easily using wall screws. Does not function as Motion Detector. 12V power supply.
Dimensions - 2.75” × 2” × 4.5”
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)
• See page 48 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W HC-MOTIOD-W • $61.00 Wired Camera
HC-MOTIOD-G • $348.00 Wireless Camera
Color HC-MOTIOD-WC • $76.00 Wired Camera
HC-MOTIOD-GC • $362.00 Wireless Camera
Sprinkler Hidden Camera - Keep an eye on your office, warehouse, and employees
- can even be used to monitor your home or workshop. The hard wired sprinkler hidden
camera offers the ultimate in covert surveillance because it can easily blend in to it’s
environment. This is a down-view camera so it must be mounted to a ceiling using the
included hardware. Power and video cables must be run to connect it to a DVR for recording.
Dimensions= 3.25” × 2.7”
Includes: power adapter and user guide.

Color HC-SPRNK-WC • $87.00 Wired Camera
The Down-View Smoke Detector Hidden Camera works best when mounted
to the ceiling, therefore it can be installed in various locations such as over a cash register or
stock room receiving doors. Powered by included 12V power supply. The smoke detector
is non-functioning and should not be used as a safety device.
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)
• See page 47 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W HC-DNVSM-W • $122.00 Wired Camera
HC-DNVSM-G • $394.00 Wireless Camera
Color HC-DNVSM-WC • $131.00 Wired Camera
HC-DNVSM-GC • $403.00 Wireless Camera
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Camera Specifications
Image Sensor
Resolution
Min. Illumination
Lens Type
Power Required

Black & White
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

Color
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

The Emergency Light Hidden Camera gives you safety and security. Emergency
lights last up to 1 ½ hours during a power outage. Hang it in a hallway, basement or any
place you like. Includes 6 Volt rechargeable battery (will only power light in power outage
- not camera), high impact durable housing, test switch and LED charge indicator. Wireless
units must be hard wired into building’s electrical circuit. Dimensions= 16” × 5”
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)
• See page 52 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W

HC-EMGLT-W • $212.00 Wired Camera
HC-EMGLT-G • $484.00 Wireless Camera

Color HC-EMGLT-WC • $220.00 Wired Camera
HC-EMGLT-GC • $492.00 Wireless Camera

The Vanity Mirror Hidden Camera is watching more than make-up applications
these days. The wireless Vanity Mirror Hidden Camera is perfect for a bedroom. Features
on/off switch in the power cord which powers the camera on or off and a two-sided mirror
with normal and 5X magnification. Dimensions: 11.5” Tall, mirror has a 6” diameter
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)

B&W
Color

HC-vntmr-g • $463.00 Wireless Camera
HC-vntmr-GC • $471.00 Wireless Camera

Back View
The Thermostat Hidden Camera is the last thing someone would suspect to be a hidden
camera. It also functions as a thermostat, too! Includes 6 ft power supply.
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)

B&W
Color

HC-THMST-W • $155.00 Wired Camera
HC-THMST-WC • $163.00 Wired Camera

Electrical Box Hidden Camera - Just mount to a building or pole and you’re
ready to start monitoring. Its weatherproof so its perfect for monitoring the outside of your
property. Powered by a 12V power supply that is included. Dimensions= 5” × 5” × 2½”.
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4 GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003 LUX which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, TV)
• See page 51 for the self-contained, built-in DVR version.

B&W
Color

HC-ELCBX-G • $451.00 Wireless Camera
HC-ELCBX-GC • $459.00 Wireless Camera
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Mirror, mirror on the wall, catch that burglar
once and for all. The Mirror Hidden
Camera comes in a natural wood finish
frame or a black frame. Includes an 8 hour
battery pack. Dimensions: 15”× 12” × 2¾”
• Only wireless cameras include free 2.4
GHz receiver (a $272.00 Value)
• Black & White Cameras feature .003
LUX which allows best possible images
in almost complete darkness. Camera
requires some ambient light (night light,
TV)
• See page 50 for the self-contained, builtin DVR version.

B&W

Color

HC-MIRRO-G • $526.00 Wood Frame Wireless Camera
HC-MIRBK-G • $526.00 Black Frame Wireless Camera
Camera Specifications
Image Sensor
Resolution
Min. Illumination
Lens Type
Power Required

HC-MIRRO-GC • $541.00 Wood Frame Wireless Camera
HC-MIRBk-GC • $541.00 Black Frame Wireless Camera

Black & White
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

Color
1/3” SONY CCD
420 Lines
.1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

Hidden Cameras with Internal DVRs
Air freshener hidden camera - No one will ever be able to tell this air freshener conceals a hidden color
camera and mini DVR with an SD card to record what the camera sees. The air freshener is powered by a 10 hour
rechargeable battery pack, no wires or cords to plug in. The battery can be easily swapped out with a fully charged
battery. Extra batteries sold separately (pg.67). The battery also has an on/off switch to save power consumption
when camera is not in use. You’ll be able to see everything happening in the room.
This hidden camera features motion-activated recording that starts as soon as motion is detected. With motionactivation, you won’t have to fast forward through hours of uneventful recording. Also has Motion Detection Area
Masking. For example, if you have a dog or cat and don’t want it to set off the motion detector, you can mask the lower
quarter of the field of vision so it does not detect motion.
You can view your recordings by using the included RCA cable to connect to your TV. You can insert the SD card into
your computer for easy viewing. FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included. Does NOT function as an air freshener.
Features: Motion activated and scheduled recording, Motion Detection Area Masking, Time and date stamp,
Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file format, Composite video out Color Camera
DVR Specifications: System: NTSC, Storage Media: 8GB SD Card included, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 320x240 or
12 fps at 640x480, Codec: MPEG4-SP ASF
Camera Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” Sony CCD, Resolution: 420 Lines, Min. Illumination: .1 Lux (Color),
Lens: 3.7mm Wide Angle, Power Required: 12V Battery and Charger Included
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HC-ARWCK-DVR • $438.00 Air Freshener Hidden Camera with Built-in DVR

This Pen Hidden Camera plus audio is a super small camera with a mini DVR to record all the action. It even writes like a normal
pen. No drivers or outside power source needed. It will charge when it is plugged into the computer. Perfect camera for “body worn”
applications. Just click it like you would any ball point pen to start recording. Can record for a full two hours on a single charge. Recordings
can be later downloaded via high speed USB 2.0 to your PC for viewing and storing. You can even use it as a thumb drive to move files
from one computer to another. Will hold 2 GB of files. Supports Windows 98/98SE/2000/XP/VISTA and Linux, auto identifies the operating
system, installs related drivers, no need to manually install (except Windows 98).
Features: Ball-point pen shape with both video/audio recorder and highly sensitive microphone can record the audio clearly in the range
of 15 feet, working ball point pen with exchangeable standard ball-point refill, suitable for any computer and other equipment with USB 2.0
Standard port, no need of drivers and external power supply. Supports Windows 7.
Specifications: Image Sensor 1∕6” Color CMOS, Resolution = 352 × 288, Memory:
2 GB, Video Format: AVI, Pixels = 300,000, View Angle = 50°

HC-PEN • $34.00 Portable Pen Hidden Color Camera with Built-in DVR & Audio

EARPIECE camera dvr - Our latest hidden camera blends in perfectly with today’s on the go technology.
Looking just like a bluetooth earpiece that you see everyone using these days, no one will know that you’re
discreetly taking color video recordings of everything! This unit is simple to use yet features several recording
modes to perfectly suit your needs.
Specifications: Video resolution: 640 x 480, Still image resolution: 1280 x 1024, Battery type: Internal
rechargeable li-ion, Storage: Internal 4GB, Video Format: AVI, Support System: Windows98/ME/2000/
XP/2003/Vista; Linux, Battery lifespan: 1 hour, Charging Voltage: DC-5V, Battery Type: High Capacity Polymer
Lithium, 1.3-megapixel
Features: Records color video and audio, Can record audio only, Capable of taking still images, Looks just like
a Bluetooth earpiece.

hc-earcm-DVR • $63.00 Earpiece Color Camera with Built-in DVR
Car Key Hidden Camera - Looks just like a remote car key but is really a hidden camera with audio
and a built-in mini DVR. No drivers or outside power source needed. It will charge when it is plugged into
your computer with the included USB cord. It holds 8 GB of footage which you can watch on practically any
media software that supports AVI files. This is over 3 hours of recorded material before you need to delete or
download. Just view on your computer. The battery will last up to 2 hours on a single charge.
Specifications: Video format = AVI, Video Resolution = 640 × 480, Camera Resolution = 1280 × 960, Battery
= 280 mAh 3.7V, 29 Frames Per Second (fps), Dimensions = 2” × 1¼” × ⅜”
Includes: Car Key DVR, USB Cord for recharging and transferring video/photos, User manual, Gift Box

HC-CARKY • $43.00 Car Key Hidden Color Camera with Built-in DVR & Audio
Hidden Camera Clock Radio with Recording - Fully Functional Alarm Clock with Time
Projection Display & Built-In Hidden DVR Camera. No one will ever be able to detect this hidden camera
disguised to look like a regular and fully functional clock radio. This camera has night vision with invisible
white LED’s that can see up to 10 feet in the dark. The Hidden Camera Clock Radio & DVR features motion
activated recording that begins recording when motion is detected. With motion-activation you will never
have to fast forward through hours of useless footage looking for the action. View Recorded Video on any
PC or Monitor by easily connecting to your TV using a RCA cable or remove the SD card and play on your PC.
Features: Capture hidden camera footage, Fully functional radio and clock radio, Motion-activated
recording captures all the action, High resolution 480 TV Line camera for clear video, No additional
software needed to view videos on your PC, Remote control operated, Time projector displays time,
Video Recording is 720 x 480
Includes: Alarm Clock Hidden DVR Camera, User Manual, RCA cable to connect to a TV, Remote
Control, 2 AAA Batteries, 8 GB SD Card (Supports up to 32 GB SD Card)

HC-ALC32-DVR • $486.00 Clock Radio Color Hidden Camera with Built-in DVR
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Wall Clock Hidden CamerA - This new designer clock is a completely self contained
hidden camera, it has a built-in motion activated DVR, 1/3” SONY CCD camera image sensor
for clear video. Best of all it also supports up to a 32 GB SD card allowing for days of recording.
Combine this with its motion activation feature and you’re sure to only capture actual events,
eliminating the possibility of sifting through hours of empty room footage.
Features: Functional wall clock, Memory full overwrite feature allows for continuous recording
with no need to swap out SD cards, SONY CCD camera, Remote control operation, Motion
detection, Resolution: 520 TV Lines, Recording time: 64 hours before filling up a 8GB SD
card, Lux rating: 0.1 LUX, Diameter: 13”, Power supply: DVR: 12V AC, Clock: 1 AA Battery
Includes: Wall Clock, Remote control, Instruction Booklet, 2 AAA Batteries for remote control,
8 GB SD Card (Supports up to 32 GB SD Card)

HC-WALLC5-DVR • $486.00 Wall Clock Hidden Camera with Built-in DVR
FLOWER POT COLOR HIDDEN CAMERA - No one will ever be able to detect this color
hidden camera disguised as an ordinary looking Flower Pot. The built in DVR and rechargeable
Li-ion batteries let you record without the need for external power or recording device. The battery
life for this system is up to 10 hours. The battery can be easily swapped out with a fully charged
battery. Extra batteries sold separately (pg.67). The battery also has an on/off switch to save
power consumption when camera is not in use. Place this camera on a shelf or table in your home
or office and monitor all activity. For use with artificial flowers only. Cannot support the use
of dirt and water.
This hidden camera features motion-activated recording that starts as soon as motion is detected.
With motion-activation, you won’t have to fast forward through hours of uneventful footage. Also
has Detection Area Masking; which means if you have a dog and don’t want it to set off the motion
detector, you can mask the lower quarter of the field of vision so its presence doesn’t set it off.
You can view your recordings by using the included RCA cable to connect to your TV. You can insert
the included 8GB SD card into your computer for easy viewing. FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included.
Dimensions= 8 ¾” × 8
Color Camera Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD, Resolution: 420 Lines, Min.
Illumination: .1 Lux, Lens: 3.7mm Wide Angle, 92º FOV, Power Required: 12V battery and
charger included
Features: Motion activated and scheduled recording, Motion Detection Area Masking, Time and
date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file format, Composite video out
DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: SD Card, Frame Rate: 30 fps at
320x240 or 12 fps at 640x480, Codec: MPEG4-SP ASF

HC-flpot-DVR • $437.00 Flower Pot Color Hidden Camera with Built-in DVR
The Watch Hidden Camera is a state-of-the-art complete surveillance system. This fully functional DVR
wristwatch contains the latest in miniaturized video technology. Perfect for covert evidence collection, hidden
investigations or surveillance assignments. When you are ready to view the video or recharge the built-in
lithium battery, simply plug the watch into your computer’s USB port. No additional software required to view
video, Supports 98/98SE/2000/XP/VISTA/Win 7. The battery will last up to 2 hours on a single charge.
Features: Fully functional all-in-one body worn surveillance system with color camera & microphone, time &
date stamp, NOT water resistant.
Specifications: Image sensor= 1/6” color CMOS, 300,000 pixels, Audio, View Angle: 50°, USB 2.0, Builtin Flash 4 GB, Video File Size about 6-8 MB per minute (depending on audio), Recording Mode: Continuous
recording, Photo formats= JPG, Photo resolution = 720 × 480 pixels, Video formats= AVI, Image resolution=
1280 × 960 pixels, Video Recording Speed= 15 fps, Battery Type= built-in Rechargeable Lithium-ion 4.2 V,
Battery Capacity= 270 mAH, Working Current= 200 mA, Battery Support time= about 1 hour, Adaptor Type=
USB adaptor charging cable, Charging time= 2-3 hours, Weight: 220g
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HC-WATCH • $51.00 Watch Hidden Camera with Built-in DVR & Audio

flash drive color camera - This unique color camera can record 1280x960 resolution video for about 2 hours on
its built in battery. Unlike most of our other body worn cameras, this USB flash drive camera will also record while plugged
into a computer!
Just pop the drive into any computer and you won’t have to worry about battery life! The USB drive camera can be used to
record HD video on motion activation, take covert snapshots, or function as a regular flash drive. This product also features
a date/time stamp to know exactly when events occurred. This camera features a silent notification by vibration alert when
powered on/off, when recording is started or stopped, which makes this one of the most covert cameras on the market.
Sometimes when you’re trying to get video in a sensitive situation, it’s really important to have the right hidden camera.
A USB flash drive is something that’s used every day by office workers, people at home, and really in any situation where
computers are used. In other words, you can use it almost anywhere, anytime without arousing suspicion. Common uses
include personal protection, evidence of workplace harassment, secret shopping, and undercover investigations.
Just load a micro SD card into the slot above the USB attachment and use the easy 3 button configuration to set the device
to record. You can also set to record based on motion activation. To view your recorded video you have two options. You can
simply plug the USB drive into your computer or take the micro SD card out and plug it into a card reader. Then just double
click on the file you want to watch. It’s that easy! This product includes a USB extension cable and instruction manual.
Camera Resolution: Color Camera, 720*480 Video (AVI), 1600*1200 Images (JPG), Battery lifespan: About 120 minutes,
Battery Capacity: 300mAh, Charging Voltage: DC-5V, Battery Type: High Capacity, Polymer Lithium, 1.3-megapixel, Weight:
120g, Function: Photo/Video/Motion Detection Video, 4GB SD card

HC-FDCAM-DVR • $36.00 Flash Drive Color Camera with Built-in DVR
This is the new rechargeable flashlight camcorder
with IR night vision and 2 inch LCD Screen. This is a
tactical flashlight that has the ability to be used as a standard
flashlight, video recorder, still camera, video camera with
flashlight, and video camera with IR Led for night vision. It records
to a micro SD card. It comes with an 8GB SD card and can support
up to a 16GB micro SD card. The flashlight offers very clear video
and still images during the day time. When the white led standard
flashlight is in use at night you can see objects about 100 feet
away. With the high power IR led you can see objects in night
vision about 100 feet away. The flashlight records video and audio at the same time. It can be used by police, military, security guards, and outdoor
enthusiast. Use it for night investigations or just carry around as a personal security device. You are able to use the camera with the LCD screen on
or off. You can play back footage on the LCD screen, PC, and TV. Video and images have a time date stamp.
Features: 2”LCD display, IR Led video record (For Night), Flashlight (highlight white LED), comes with 8GB SD card, video record, Visible distance
: about 100 feet( For Night), Battery about 10 hours recording, 420 TVL Sony CCD 8mm camera, records in real time 30 fps, Video Compression
H.264, Built in Microphone, USB 2.0 interface, High capacity lithium battery, battery time 2.5 hours, about 15 hours of record time on an 8GB SD
card, low battery detection, USB and RCA cables included for easy playback on PC or TV.
Includes: Flashlight camera, 2 batteries, battery charger, USB cable, AV cable, 8GB SD card, User Manual.

HC-FLCAM-DVR • $549.00 Rechargeable Flashlight Camera with Night Vision

Smoke Detector DVR Hidden Camera - Every house, apartment and business should
have a smoke detector (or two). The Hidden Camera Smoke Detector/DVR Combination is a
perfect solution for covert video surveillance. No wires to run, or tricky transmitters to deal
with; just high-quality all-inclusive recording. Monitor cash registers, record office personnel, or
monitor who comes and goes through the door. Mounts on ceilings or walls in minutes and can
be moved to different locations quickly and easily.
Features: Fully Functional Smoke Detector, High Quality Color 1/3” SONY CCD Camera, SD
Card Memory Support 8 GB SD card included (supports up to 32 GB SD card), Remote Control
for “one touch” operation, Motion Activation, No Additional Software Required, Video Resolution:
520 TV Lines, Minimal Illumination: 0.1 LUX (Low Light), Power Supply: DC 12V, Requires AC
Connection - Adapter Included, Video Recording 720 x 480
Includes: Smoke Detector, User Manual, 8 GB SD Card, Remote Control, 2 AAA batteries, RCA
Cable for testing.

HC-DNVSM-DVR • $472.00 Smoke Detector Hidden Color Camera w/ Built-in DVR
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The PIR Motion Detector Hidden Camera with built-in DVR is the best on the market. It
doesn’t just look like an alarm system’s motion detector but functions as one too! It has an alarm output so
you can connect it right to your alarm system, and use it as an alarm sensor as well as a hidden camera.
Furthermore, its motion detector activates the camera too; recording only when something passes, sparing
you from watching hours of uneventful footage. Footage records directly to an 8 GB SD card (included).
Specifications: Lens 1/3 SONY Color CCD Camera, Picture Elements: EIA/NTSC: 512 × 492, Resolution:
420 TV Lines, Minimum Illumination: 0.1 Lux, Function: Alarm Output, Lens: 3.7 mm Pinhole Lens, 720 ×
480 video recording, Capture hidden camera video footage in extreme low light situations, 420 vl 0.1 lux
super high quality SONY CCD image sensor, Supports up to 32 GB SD (max)
Includes: Motion Detector with DVR, Remote control, 12V power adaptor, User Manual, Bracket and
Screws, Batteries for Remote Control, 8 GB SD Card

HC-PIRMD-DVR • $393.00 PIR Motion Detector Hidden Color Camera with Built-in DVR

High End Hidden Camera Sunglasses Perfect for outdoor
activities.These sunglasses have a unique design. They are slim, light
weight, and comfortable to wear because of the soft nose pads and
arms. The higher curve and flexible design suites many different faces
weather they are small or large. They are very durable made with high
quality materials. The frame is also Sweat Resistant designed to withstand
extreme weather conditions, moisture from perspiration or wet weather.
The lenses are1.8mm Quality Polarized Lens exceeds optical requirements of ANSI Z80.3
standards and blocks out 100% of all UVA, UVA, UVC and harmful blue light up to 400nm
protection. Lenses are shatter-proof and impact-resistant tough material - fully certified for eye
protection. These lenses meet AS/NZS 1067, EN 1836, ANSI Z80.3 standards for optical and
mechanical performance. Enough about the shades already. They have a hidden camera built
into the glasses. This is the world’s finest hidden video camera sunglasses full HD (1280*720P).
Built in TV out so all you have to do is plug in a cable to the glasses and TV and share your videos
with friends and family anytime.
Excellent audio recording and HD video make these the glasses great for just about any activity.
The battery will last almost 2 hours before needing to be recharged. Comes with a 16GB SD card
and will store over 2 hours of video footage. Oh and they operate very easily with only 1 button
operation. Press once the turn on and the camera will start recording. Press the button again
to save the file and turn off. Comes with the Sunglass camera, Carrying Case, Cleaning Cloth,
Carry Bag, Neck Strap, USB/TV out cable, user manual.

HC-SUNGL-DVR • $165.00 High End Hidden Color Camera Sunglasses with Built-in DVR

CLOTHES HOOK HIDDEN COLOR CAMERA DVR - This Clothes Hook hidden
camera DVR recorder has 720*480 resolution to enhance its recorder function. The
exclusive design and the most advanced recording technology make it the most
convenient recorder in the world. The hidden design lets you to put it in an office,
home, or any room. The Motion-Activated Video Recording feature will record when
movement is detected saving on hours of blank video. This motion activated hidden
camera can be applied to almost any situation. The built-in lithium battery provides
power for up to 2 hours on a single charge.
Specifications: Support 30 fps recording at 720*480 resolution, Support USB1.1,
Support 16GB Micro SD card. (Maximum), Built-in lithium battery which can operate
for up to 2 hours, Motion activated recording
Package include: 1 x Clothes Hook camera, 1 x USB cable, 2 x Double sided tape for
mounting, 2 x Screws for mounting bracket, 1 x 8GB Micro SD card

hc-HOOK-DVR • $47.00 Clothes Hook Hidden Color Camera w/ Built-in DVR
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Mantle Clock color hidden Camera DVR - No one will ever be able to detect
this color hidden camera disguised as an ordinary looking Mantle Clock. The built in DVR and
rechargeable Li-ion batteries let you record without the need for external power or recording
device. The battery life for this system is up to 10 hours. The battery can be easily swapped
out with a fully charged battery. Extra batteries sold separately (pg.67). The battery also has
an on/off switch to save power consumption when camera is not in use. Place this camera on
a shelf or table in your home or office and monitor all activity.
This hidden camera features motion-activated recording that starts as soon as motion is
detected. With motion-activation, you won’t
have to fast forward through hours of uneventful footage. Also has Detection Area Masking; which
means if you have a dog and don’t want it to set off the motion detector, you can mask the lower
quarter of the field of vision so its presence doesn’t set it off. You can view your recordings by using the
included RCA cable to connect to your TV. You can insert the included 8GB SD card into your computer
for easy viewing. FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included.
Color Camera Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD, Resolution: 420 Lines, Min. Illumination:

Lux, Lens: 3.7mm Wide Angle, 92º FOV, Power Required: 12V battery and charger included

.1

Features: Motion activated and scheduled recording, Motion Detection Area Masking, Time and date
stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file format, Composite video out DVR Specifications:
System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: SD Card, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 320x240 or 12 fps at 640x480,
Codec: MPEG4-SP ASF

DVR Record Time:
Resolution Frame Rate
640×480
12 fps
320×240
30 fps

High
Med
Low
8 hrs 48 hrs 72 hrs
16 hrs 96 hrs 144 hrs

hc-MNclK-DVR • $467.00 Mantle Clock Color Camera with Built-in DVR

MINI DIGITAL COLOR ALARM CLOCK DVR - The Mini Digital Alarm Clock DVR is the ultimate
hidden camera digital video recorder! Hide this amazing camera in plain sight since it’s cleverly disguised
as a fully functional alarm clock. This hidden camera is perfect for secret video surveillance like keeping
an eye on your home, checking up on employees or your kids. It has a variety of recording options
including video and audio, audio only, still photo, motion detector and works as a web cam!
The 2200mA lithium battery is capable of recording for up to 12 hours on a single charge. With the
included 4GB micro SD card this camera can store up to 2 hours of constant recording. In motion
detection mode the recording is only active when movement takes place saving battery and storage
space. This Alarm Clock DVR captures video at an impressive 640 x 480 resolution at 30 FPS in AVI format. Still pictures are captured at 1280 x
960 resolution in JPEG format. Simply connect the clock to your computer with the included USB cable to upload your videos and photos. FREE 4GB
SD-CARD Included.
Specifications: Color Camera Resolution: Video: 640*480, Picture: 1280*960, Pixel: 2.0 mega pixel, Video Format: AVI, Frame rate: 30FPS,
Viewing Angle: 72º, Induction Photographing: 6 meters for straight-line distance, Minimum Illumination: 1LUX, Battery lifespan: 12 hours, Battery
Capacity: 2200MA, Battery Charge Time: up to 4 hours, Power Consumption: 130MA / 3.7V, Remote IR Distance: 15m, Scope for sound recording:
40m2, Storage Temperature: -20~80ºC, Working Temperature: -10~60ºC, Working Humidity: 15~85% RH, Type of Memory Card: Mini SD card,
Capacity of Memory Card: 32GB Max, USB Interface: USB1.1/2.0

hc-alclk-DVR • $56.00 Mini Digital Color Alarm Clock with Built-in DVR
This small LED table multifunction alarm clock records video and audio to the mini
DVR inside the clock. It records to a micro SD card and runs on a Lithium battery. The battery will
run for about 12 hours before it needs to be recharged. The video quality is amazing 1280x960 at 30
frames per second off this tiny little camera hidden in the clock. It is very easy to operate with the
remote control provided. The DVR has a motion detection feature so video will only record when there
is movement in the viewing area. The wide viewing angle 140° helps give you more coverage than
most hidden cameras. This alarm clock is small and portable you can take it just about anywhere.
Specifications: Camcorder pixels: 1280×960, 30fps, 5mega pixels, Lens: CMOS ¼, Format:
JPG,AVI,WAV, Support Micro SD Memory:1-32GB, USB: 2.0, Li-Battery: Working 12 hours
battery:2400mHA,
Includes: Clock Camera, Remote Control, USB Cable, Power Adaptor, Rechargeable Battery, User
Manual, and 8GB SD Card

HC-ALMFC-DVR • $135.00 LED Multifunction Alarm Clock with Built-in DVR
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Mini DVR High Definition Car Dash Camera Although
it is not a hidden camera this affordable Dash Camera with builtin Mini DVR is a “High Definition” Car Dash Camera and it works
great as an Accident Recorder, Evidence Collector, and Criminal
Catching Device. Every motorist needs such a gadget, and since
modern technology makes things like this so affordable, why not
have the protection and peace of mind? It is better to have one and
not need it, than to need one and not have it. With the included
multi-purpose bracket and the dual cameras, the usefulness of this
wonderful car dashboard camera can be much more widespread;
suitable for recording any type of action, monitoring various events,
and outdoor and scenic photography. This may also come in handy
for “evidence collection” photographing, and car surveillance. Even
when the car is parked in the driveway, and you want to find out
which kids are throwing empty soda cans in your yard on the way
home from school, this beauty will come in handy. Surveillance
Cameras are not just purely used for crime and this one can be
handy for many situations.
Features: records audio, video recording, and playback; Userfriendly design, Very Portable, 2” LCD screen to view footage right
from the device, hooks up to a computer for easy footage download,
dual cameras record inside and outside the vehicle, IR for night
vision
Specifications: CMOS, Angle of view= 120°, Min. illumination= 1 Lux, Memory Card= 8 GB SD (supports up to 32 GB),
Video recording form= AVI, Resolution= 1280 × 480 @ 30 fps, USB connection= Mini5Pin USB 2.0, Charging Time~ 3 hours
Includes: Hi-Definition Camera, Manual, Mounting Bracket, Cigarette Lighter Charger, USB Cable, SD Card 8 GB.

HC-DASHC-DVR • $110.00 Car Dash Color Camera with Built-in DVR
MIRROR HIDDEN CAMERA DVR No one will ever be able to detect this
color hidden camera disguised as an
ordinary looking mirror. This mirror
camera comes with a 12V battery and
charger so no external wires are needed
to record. The battery life for this system
is up to 10 hours. The battery can be
easily swapped out with a fully charged
battery. Extra batteries sold separately
(pg.67). The battery also has an on/off
switch to save power consumption when
camera is not in use. This hidden camera
comes in a natural wood finish frame or a
black frame, it features motion-activated
recording that starts as soon as motion
is detected. With motion-activation,
you won’t have to fast forward through
hours of uneventful footage. Also has
Detection Area Masking; which means if
you have a dog and don’t want it to set
off the motion detector, you can mask the lower quarter of the field of vision so its presence doesn’t set it off. You can view your recordings by using
the included RCA cable to connect to your TV or computer or insert the SD card into your computer. FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included.
Color Camera Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD, Resolution: 420 Lines, Min. Illumination: .1 Lux, Lens: 3.7mm Wide Angle, 92º FOV, Power
Required: 12V battery and charger included
Features: Motion activated and scheduled recording, Motion Detection Area Masking, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file
format, Composite video out

HC-MIRRO-DVR • $536.00 Wood Frame Mirror Hidden Color Camera with Built-in DVR
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HC-MIRBK-DVR • $536.00 Black Frame Mirror Hidden ColorCamera with Built-in DVR

ELECTRICAL BOX HIDDEN COLOR CAMERA DVR - No one will ever be able to detect this weatherproof color hidden camera disguised as an
ordinary looking Electrical box. The built in DVR and rechargeable Li-ion batteries let you record without the need for external power or recording
device. The battery life for this system is up to 10 hours. The battery can be easily swapped out with a fully charged battery. Extra batteries sold
separately (pg.67). The battery also has an on/off switch to save power consumption when camera is not in use. The weatherproof design allows you
to install the camera anywhere indoors or outdoors.
This hidden camera features motion-activated recording that starts as soon as motion is detected. With motion-activation, you won’t have to fast
forward through hours of uneventful footage. Also has Detection Area Masking; which means if you have a dog and don’t want it to set off the
motion detector, you can mask the lower quarter of the field of vision so its presence doesn’t set it off. You can view your recordings by using
the included RCA cable to connect to your TV. You can insert the SD card into your computer for easy viewing. Dimensions= 5” × 5” × 2½”
FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included.
Features: Motion activated and scheduled recording, Motion Detection Area Masking, Time and date
stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file format, Composite video out
DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: SD Card, Frame Rate: 30 fps at 320x240 or
12 fps at 640x480, Codec: MPEG4-SP ASF, Power Required: 12V rechargeable battery
Color Camera Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD, Resolution: 420 Lines, Min. Illumination: .1
Lux, Lens: 3.7mm Wide Angle, 92º FOV

DVR Record Time:
Resolution Frame Rate
640×480
12 fps
320×240
30 fps

High
Med
Low
8 hrs 48 hrs 72 hrs
16 hrs 96 hrs 144 hrs HC-elcbx-dvr • $445.00 Electrical Box Color Camera with Built-in DVR

IP Cameras
Wireless pan and tilt ip camera - The wireless pan and tilt IP camera is very easy to
setup even without having extensive network knowledge. In order to set this camera up just 1 option
has to be checked on your wireless router, UPNP mode has to be enabled. Then all you will have to
do is go to a web site and sign in to view the camera from anywhere in the world. You can use your
smart phones, tablets and web browsers to access the camera. It features 720P resolution, 270
degrees pan, 90 degrees tilt, and support two-way voice intercom. This camera can be used as a
nanny camera, baby monitor, and surveillance camera while you are away.
Specifications: Wireless: wifi, Resolution: 720P,1280&720pixels, Sensor: COMS, Lens:3.6mm,
Fps:30fps, Image compression: H.264 dual date rate,
Bps:16kb to 4MB support continuous adjustment, Alarm
and image capture: 5 seconds continuous capture,
adjustable time slot, Infrared:10m IR-CUT automatic
switching, Motion detect: Support full-screen or
dispersion of the multi-zone motion detection, Powerdown recovery: Automatically resume to the initial
state when power on, Network port: Standard RJ45
port, Network protocols: TCP/IP\UDP\HTTP\DNS\DDNS\
DHCP\FTP\NTP\PPPOE\SMTP\UPNP,
Alarm:
upload
alarm images in SD card, store the images can also
send by E-mail, Pan/tilt rotate: H:270 degree & V:90 degree, Browser: IE/Chrome/Firefox/Opera,
Mobile:IPHONE/IPAD/ANDROID/WP8/Symbian, Alarm ports IO: Alarm input, one alarm output, Image
setting: Brightness, contrast, saturation, scenes, Local storage: Micro SD Card, Voice: support two-way
voice intercom, build in microphone and speakers, support external pickup and speakers, Power: DC
5V/2A

ip-h264 • $199.00 Wireless Pan and Tilt IP Camera
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Hidden Cameras with Built-in DVRs
All of the cameras on this page use an internal DVR that features: motion activated and scheduled recording; motion detection area
masking; time and date stamp; high, medium and low recording options; remote control operation; and MPEG4 file format and composite
video output. To control the features simply plug the camera into your TV, using the included RCA cable, point and click. All cameras
come with a FREE removable 8 GB SD Card and can support up to 32 GB SD Card for viewing on any device with an SD Card Reader.
Recording Quality		
(Tested w/ 8GB SD Card)
Resolution Frame Rate
640×480
12 fps
320×240
30 fps

DVR Record Time
High
8 hrs
16 hrs

Med
48 hrs
96 hrs

Low
72 hrs
144 hrs

Color Camera Specifications
Image Sensor: �⁄з’’ CCD		
Resolution: 420 Lines		
Min. Illumination: .1 Lux		
Lens: 3.7 mm Wide Angle		
Power Required:12 Volts		

Electrical Outlet
Color Camera with
Built-In DVR - Does not
function as an electrical outlet.
3¾” × 5”× 1¼”
HC-OUTLT-DVR • $365.00

Exit Sign Hidden Color
Camera with Builtin DVR - Exit Sign is fully
functional it comes with a pig
tail to be hard wired or you can
attach a 2 prong plug to plug
into a wall outlet. 12” × 7½”×
1¾”
HC-EXITS-DVR • $379.00
Boom Box Color
Camera With BuiltIn DVR - Boom Box is fully
functional. 14.5” × 9”× 5”

Air Purifier Color
Camera With BuiltIn DVR - Air Purifier is fully
functional. 8” × 8½”× 4½”
HC-ARPUR-DVR • $385.00

HC-BMBOX-DVR • $428.00

EMERGENCY LIGHT
Color Camera With
Built-In DVR - Emergency
Light is fully functional.

Wall Clock Color
Camera With BuiltIn DVR - Wall Clock is fully
functional. 11¼” in diameter

HC-EMGLT-DVR • $446.00

Alarm Clock Color
Camera With BuiltIn DVR - Alarm Clock is fully
functional, the red tuning
needle is fixed in place to
prevent camera obstruction.
Radio station can still be
adjusted. 6” × 6”× 3½”
HC-ALARC-DVR • $382.00

Tower Fan Color
Camera With Built-In
DVR- Fan is fully functional.
12¼” × 4.9”× 5.4”
HC-WNDTN-DVR • $396.00
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DVR Specifications
System: NTSC/PAL
Codec: MPEG4-SP ASF
Storage Media: SD Card
Power Required: 12 Volts
Frame Rate: 30 fps 320×240, 12 fps 640×480

HC-WALLC1-DVR • $364.00

Air Freshener Color
Camera With Built-In
DVR - Does not function as an
Air Freshener. 5¼” × 6½”× 3”
HC-ARFSH-DVR • $382.00

Carbon monoxide
detector Color
Camera With BuiltIn DVR - Cannot be used to
detect carbon monoxide. 5” ×
3¼”× 2”
HC-CBNDT-DVR • $435.00

Multi-Channel DVR Systems
Whether you have a large or small area to secure, one of our DVR systems will work for you. Not only will this system digitally record
video, but if you have Internet access you can see what is going on in real-time from anywhere in the world. Available in a wired or
wireless version complete with cameras, a DVR and all necessary cables and components.
4 Channel Wired Digital Video Recording Complete
System - This surveillance system allows you to install up to 4 wired
cameras to digitally record all activity. This DVR has full networking
capability and uses an embedded DVR which allows you to view live video
on the Internet or play back recorded video.
This complete surveillance system includes the following, plus
mouse and remote:
(1)
(4)
(4)
(1)

CS-4-M • $788.00 500 GB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-4 • $582.00 500 GB Hard Drive without Monitor
CS-41TB-M • $854.00 1 TB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-41TB • $651.00 1 TB Hard Drive without Monitor

Stand Alone 4 channel DVR 500GB Hard Drive (SA-DVR-4, pg 57)
Day/Night Color Wired Cameras (BC-30WC-DN, pg 59)
100 Ft Video Cables (CA-100, pg 66)
19” Widescreen LCD Monitor (Optional) (LCD-19, pg 67)

If you bought the CS-4-M system separately it would cost you $962.00
By purchasing the CS-4-M complete system you only pay $788.00 - a
savings of $174.00. If you would like to create your own system
start with our 4 CH DVR and 19” monitor then choose your
cameras and cables.

- 2 Year Warranty on Complete Systems 4 Channel Wireless Digital Video Recording Complete
System - This surveillance system allows you to install up to 4 wireless
cameras to digitally record all activity. This DVR has full networking
capability and uses an embedded DVR which allows you to view live video
on the Internet. This 2.4 GHz Digital Wireless 4 Channel – H.264 DVR
System has network function and uses MPEG4 and H.264 compression
design. Its wireless camera has 24 IR LEDs for night vision, and its
wireless DVR is designed for mixed use wired and wireless interface.
Has a graphical interface and supports 3G Mobile Phones surveillance
and E-mail function. Backup file supports windows media player.

Features: 4 Channel system 16AM/QPSK/BPSK digital modulation, 4
Channel Wireless or 2 Channels Wired optional H.264 DVR system with
network function, Graphical Interface, Long recording time up to 40 days
with 1 TB HDD @ 30 fps, Easy to Use, Camera has 24 IR LEDs for night vision, Supports dual coding stream, Supports network file sharing function,
Supports 4 channel simultaneous playback, Supports 3G mobile phone surveillance and E-mail function, Transmission distance up to 300 feet (clear
line-of-sight), Motion Detection, Sensor Activated, Timer, Playback Method= Normal Play, Fast Forward, Rewind, Single step
Specifications: Video Format= H.264 and MPEG4 Compression, Image Sensor= 1/3” SONY Color CCD, Minimum Illumination= 0 LUX (24 IR LEDs
on 30 feet), Lens= F 3.6 mm / 90 degree wide angle, Resolution= 420 TV Line, Video Input/Output Format= Output: 1 Ch BNC (composite), Storage
Capacity= up to 1 TB HDD, Recording Time= Up to 20 days with 500 GB HDD at continuous recording mode @ 30 fps, Alarm Input / Output= 4
alarm inputs; 1 alarm output, Network Interface RJ45; Ethernet Auto Detect, USB 2.0 Interface, Flash Drive, Operational Range= Up to 300 feet
(clear line-of-sight), Serial Interface Supports 1 RS485, Software= Supports USB firmware upgrade, Voltage Input / Output= AC:110-240V input;
DC:12V/5A output, Power Supply= DC 12V/1A (Camera); 12V DC/5A (DVR), Operating Condition= Indoor & Outdoor use (camera); Indoor usage
recommended (DVR)
Includes: Built-in removable HDD rack, Manual, Remote control or USB mouse operating
If you would like to create your own system start with our 4 CH DVR
and 19” monitor then choose your cameras and cables.

CS-4-GC-M • $1,880.00 500 GB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-4-GC • $1,575.00 500 GB Hard Drive without Monitor
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8 Channel Wired Digital Video
Recording Complete System - This
surveillance system allows you to install up to
8 wired cameras to digitally record all activity.
This DVR has full networking capability and uses
an embedded DVR which allows you to view live
video on the Internet or play back recorded video.
All cameras, cables, monitor, remote and mouse
included.
This complete surveillance system includes
the following:
(1) Stand Alone 8 channel DVR 500 GB Hard
Drive (SA-DVR-8, pg 57)
(8) Day/Night Color Wired Cameras (BC-30WCDN, pg 59)
(8) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100, pg 66)
(1) 19” Widescreen LCD Monitor (LCD-19, pg 67)
If you bought the CS-8-M system separately
it would cost you $1,537.00. By purchasing
the CS-8-M complete system you only pay
$1,251.00 - a savings of $286.00. If you
would like to create your own system start
with our 8 CH DVR and 19” monitor then choose your cameras and cables.

CS-8-M • $1,251.00 500 GB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-8 • $1,046.00 500 GB Hard Drive without Monitor

CS-81TB-M • $1,318.00 1 TB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-81TB • $1,114.00 1 TB Hard Drive without Monitor

- 2 Year Warranty on Complete Systems 8 Channel Wireless Digital Video
Recording Complete System - This
surveillance system allows you to install up to 8
cameras (4 wired and 4 wireless cameras) to digitally
record all activity. This DVR has full networking
capability and uses an embedded DVR which allows
you to view live video on the Internet or play back
recorded video.
This complete system includes the following,
plus a mouse and remote:
(1) Stand Alone 8 channel DVR 500 GB Hard Drive
(SA-DVR-8, pg 57)
(4) Day/Night Color Wired Cameras (BC-30WC-DN,
pg 59)
(4) Day/Night Color Wireless Cameras (BC-30GCDN, pg 59)
(4) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100, pg 66)
(4) 2.4 GHz Video Receivers (TR-2.4, pg 67)
(1) 19” Widescreen LCD Monitor (LCD-19, pg 67)
If you bought the CS-8-GC-M system separately
it would cost you $2,637.00. By purchasing
the CS-8-GC-M complete system you only pay
$1,877.00 - a savings of $760.00. If you would like to create your own system start with our 8 CH DVR and 19” monitor then choose
your cameras and cables.

CS-8-GC-M • $1,877.00 500 GB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-8-GC • $1,671.00 500 GB Hard Drive without Monitor
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CS-81TB-GC-M • $1,945 1 TB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-81TB-GC • $1,742.00 1 TB Hard Drive without Monitor

16 Channel Wired
Digital Video
Recording Complete
System - This surveillance
system allows you to install
up to 16 wired cameras
to digitally record all
activity. This DVR has full
networking capability and
uses an embedded DVR
which allows you to view
live video on the Internet
or play back recorded video.
This mega video recording
system is perfect for when
you need to keep an eye on lots of different locations. This system
also works with smart phones including: iPhone, Blackberry, and
Android.
This complete system includes the following plus mouse and remote:
(1) Stand Alone 16 channel DVR 1 TB Hard Drive (SA-DVR-16, pg 57)
(16) Day/Night Color Wired Cameras (BC-30WC-DN, pg 59)
(16) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100, pg 66)
(1) 19” Widescreen LCD Monitor (LCD-19, 67)

CS-16-M • $2,136.00 1 TB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-16 • $1,931.00 1 TB Hard Drive without Monitor
CS-162TB-M • $2,385.00 2TB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-162TB • $2,182.00 2TB Hard Drive without Monitor

If you bought the CS-16-M separately it would cost you $2,683.00. By purchasing the CS-16-M complete system you only pay $2,136.00 - a
savings of $502.00. If you would like to create your own system start with our 16 CH DVR and 19” monitor then choose your cameras
and cables.

- 2 Year Warranty on Complete Systems 16 Channel Wireless
Digital Video Recording
Complete System - This
surveillance system allows you to
install up to 16 cameras (12 wired
and 4 wireless cameras) to digitally
record all activity. This DVR has full
networking capability and uses an
embedded DVR which allows you
to view live video on the Internet
or play back recorded video. This
mega video recording system
is perfect for when you need to
keep an eye on lots of different
locations. This system also works
with smart phones including: iPhone, Blackberry, and Android.
This complete system includes the following plus a mouse and
remote:

CS-16-GC-M • $3,003.00 1 TB Hard Drive with Monitor
CS-16-GC • $2,797.00 1 TB Hard Drive without Monitor
(1) Stand Alone 16 channel DVR 1 TB Hard Drive (SA-DVR-16, pg 57)
CS-162TB-GC-M • $3,252.00 2TB Hard Drive with Monitor
(12) Day/Night Color Wired Cameras (BC-30WC-DN, pg 59)
CS-162TB-GC • $3,048.00 2TB Hard Drive without Monitor
(4) Day/Night Color Wireless Cameras (BC-30GC-DN, pg 59)
(12) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100, pg 66)
(4) 2.4 GHz Video Receivers (TR-2.4, pg 67)
(1) 19” Widescreen LCD Monitor (LCD-19, pg 67)

If you bought the CS-16-GC-M separately it would cost you $3,738.00. By purchasing the CS-16-GC-M complete system you only pay $3,003.00 a savings of $735.00. If you would like to create your own system start with our 16 CH DVR and 19” monitor then choose your cameras
and cables.
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24 InfraRed illuminators Day/Night BULLET CAMERA DVR SYSTEM This
high resolution fully weatherproof system lets you mount virtually anywhere indoors or outdoors.
The built in DVR and rechargeable Li-ion batteries let you record without the need for external
power or recording device. The battery life for this system is up to 12 hours and with motion
activation you will not need to look through hours of video. This unit takes two batteries, one
to power the DVR and one to power the camera. The batteries can easily be swapped out with
fully charged batteries. Extra batteries sold separately (pg.27). The batteries also have on/off
switches to save power consumption when the camera and DVR are not in use. This system can
be used to monitor remote locations like, Garden/Backyard, Constructions Sites, Club houses,
Boats/RV’s, Camp sites, or as a Hunting/Trail cam. This camera system can be mounted to just
about anything and has an adjustable camera bracket.
This color bullet camera has a high quality digital CCD chip that automatically switches from
color to black & white in low light conditions. To enhance low light visibility it has 24 built-in
high infrared illuminators for a range of 60 feet. With 600TVL of resolution this camera and DVR
captures the highest quality footage.
Features: Weatherproof IR Camera and DVR, SHARP 600TVL, 24 pcs IR-LED, IR Range 60 feet,
Built-in 3.6 mm Board Lens @ 92º Field of View, Motion activated and scheduled recording,
Motion Detection Area Masking, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file
format, Composite video out
Camera Specifications: Image Device: 1/3 SHARP, Resolution: 600 TVL, Picture Elements:
PAL: 752(H) × 582(V); NTSC: 768(H) × 494(V), Min. Illumination: 0.2 Lux /F2.0, TV System:
PAL/NTSC, Lens Furnished: 3.6 mm Board Lens, Infrared Luminary: 24 pieces 5 mm IR-LED, Illuminate Distance: 60 feet, Wavelength: 850 nm,
Waterproofing Criterion: IP 66, Operation Temperature: -10ºC ~ +50ºC RH95% Max, Dimension: 9 ½ x 7 ½ x 8 inches as pictured
DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: 8GB SD Card Included (Supports up to 32GB SD cards), Frame Rate: 30 fps at 320x240
or 12 fps at 640x480, Codec: MPEG4-SP ASF, Power required: 12V battery and charger included

BC-30-DVR • $494.00 Bullet Camera DVR System
56 InfraRed illuminators Day/Night BULLET CAMERA DVR SYSTEM This
high resolution fully weatherproof system lets you mount virtually anywhere indoors or outdoors.
The built in DVR and rechargeable Li-ion batteries let you record without the need for external power
or recording device. The battery life for this system is up to 12 hours and with motion activation so
you will not need to look through hours of video. This unit takes two batteries, one to power the
DVR and one to power the camera. The batteries can easily be swapped out with fully charged
batteries. Extra batteries sold separately (pg.27). The batteries also have on/off switches to save
power consumption when the camera and DVR are not in use. This system can be used to monitor
remote locations like, Garden/Backyard, Constructions Sites, Club houses, Boats/RV’s, Camp sites,
or as a Hunting/Trail cam. This camera system can be mounted to just about anything and has an
adjustable camera bracket.
The color bullet camera has a high quality digital CCD chip that automatically switches from color
to black & white in low light conditions. To enhance low light visibility it has 56 built-in high infrared
illuminators for a range of 150 feet. With 600TVL of resolution this camera and DVR captures the
highest quality footage. It has a Varifocal 4-9mm lens that will provide a field of view from 70º-35º.
With this you can zoom in closer to the area under surveillance.
Features: Weatherproof IR Camera and DVR, Sony 600TVL, 56 pcs IR-LED, IR Range 150feet,
Varifocal 4-9mm Board Lens, Motion activated and scheduled recording, Motion Detection Area
Masking, Time and date stamp, Remote Control operation, MPEG4 file format, Composite video out
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” Sony, Resolution: 600TV Lines, Min. Illumination: 0.0 Lux
(Infrared On), Lens: 4-9mm Wide Lens (can be adjusted from back panel), Dimension: 14 x 8 ½ x 8
inches as pictured
DVR Specifications: System: NTSC/PAL, Storage Media: 8GB SD Card Included (Supports up to
32GB SD cards), Frame Rate: 30 fps at 320x240 or 12 fps at 640x480, Codec: MPEG4-SP ASF, Power
required: 12V battery and charger included
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BC-61-DVR • $582.00 Day/Night Bullet Camera DVR System

Stand-Alone DVRs
These Ebededded DVR’s have a very easy to use interface. They have HDMI ports for video out so they can be connected to any
HDTV for incredible clarity. All the settings can be controlled or changed remotely. The DVR’s can be viewed via smart phone just by
downloading the app called Asee+. The DVR’s can be set to email you a photo whenever motion is detected. With the motion detection
feature on, you don’t have to sift through hours of footage to find the incident you are looking for. If you want to have your very own
“eye in the sky” with the ability to see what is going on when you are not there then this DVR is for you.
4 Channel Embedded DVR - Features: H.264 Video Compression and Network
Streaming, Multi-Lingual, USB Backup, Remote setup, Remote Playback, monitoring,
backup, alarm notification, remote software upgrade, system configuration, support
Windows 7, Vista, XP, and 2000, Internet Explorer/Firefox/Chrome/Safari: Programmable
HTTP / Control / Data port, Mac OS supported for remote viewing. This system also works
with smart phones including: iPhone, Blackberry, and Android by simply downloading an
app. Comes with a 2 year warranty.
Specifications: Video Format = D1, Video Input = 4 CH composite BNC, Video Output = 1CH TV Output RCA,1CH VGA Out,1*HDMI(1080P), Audio
Input= 4 RCA Input, Audio Out = 1 RCA out, Resolution = 720 × 480 (NTSC), 720 × 576 (PAL), Display Rate = Real Time 120 fps, LAN Connector
= RJ45, Power= 12 V, Dimensions = 8½” × 8” × 1½”
Includes: IR Remote Control, USB Mouse, 4 Channel Embedded DVR

SA-DVR-4NHD • $119.00 Without Hard Drive
SA-DVR-4 • $287.00 With 500 GB Hard Drive
SA-DVR-41TB • $374.00 With 1 TB Hard Drive

8 Channel Embedded DVR - Features: Records 8 channels simultaneously in
high resolution (720×480), New H.264 compression (allows longer record time in same
amount of space), Real time recording, USB backup, multi-lingual, live network playback
capability, all DVR functions controllable through remote access, Easy to retrieve video,
time and alarm information, easy to restore and power on in case of power failure, up to
8 wired cameras, 2 year warranty. This system also works with smart phones including:
iPhone, Blackberry, and Android just by downloading an app.
Specifications: Video input = 8 channel composite BNC, Video Performance= D1, Video output = Composite BNC, VGA output, 1 HMDI(1080P),
Audio input = 4 CH RCA, Audio output = 1 CH RCA, Alarm input = 4 CH, 1 Alarm outputs, LAN Connector = RJ45, PTZ Control = RS485, Real time
240 fps, Storage= 500 GB HDD included, Power= 12V, Dimensions = 15” × 12” × 2 1/4”
Includes: IR remote control, USB Mouse, 8 Channel Embedded DVR

SA-DVR-8NHD • $275.00 Without Hard Drive
SA-DVR-8 • $442.00 With 500 GB Hard Drive
SA-DVR-81TB • $530.00 With 1 TB Hard Drive

16 Channel Embedded DVR - Features: Records 480 fps on all 16 channels
simultaneously in high resolution (720×480), New H.264 compression allows longer
record time in same amount of space, USB backup, multi-lingual, smart search and
playback and operate network, all DVR functions controllable through remote access.
Streaming video for mobile phone or PDA, app required (iPhone, Android, & Blackberry
supported) N-streaming internet/intranet remote access, Easy to retrieve video, time
and alarm information, easy to restore and power on in case of power failure, up to 16 wired cameras, 2 year warranty.
Specifications: Video input = 16 channel composite BNC, Video Performance= D1, Video output = Composite BNC, 1 VGA output, 1 HDMI(1080P),
Audio input = 16 CH RCA, Audio output = 1 CH RCA, Bidirectional Audio, Alarm input = 4 CH, 1 Alarm outputs, LAN Connector = RJ45, PTZ Control
= RS485, Real Time 480 fps, Storage= can support 8TB in total, Power= DC12V, Dimensions = 17 1/4” × 12 1/2” × 3 1/4”
Includes: IR Remote control, Mouse, 16 Channel Embedded DVR

SA-DVR-16NHD • $451.00 Without Hard Drive
SA-DVR-16 • $703.00 With 1 TB Hard Drive
SA-DVR-162TB • $1,012.00 With 2 TB Hard Drive
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High Definition 4 Channel Embedded DVR - The
HD-DVR-4 offers the best viewing and recording clarity on the market at
an affordable price. All 4 channels display and record in crisp and clear
high definition 1080p (1920x1080). This is a 4 channel stand alone DVR
with an embedded Linux operating system is programmed and designed
to operate like a PC based DVR. The HD DVR is programmed and controlled with an easy to use GUI (graphical user interface). This system comes
with a remote and mouse for easy operation. It uses H.264 compression which is a high quality compression and uses less storage space to maximize
your hard drive usage. The DVR can be accessed remotely to see live video using a smart phone, tablet, iPad. You can also view live video using most
web browsers. The HD-DVR-4 like many other DVR’s has motion detection recording so you don’t eat up a ton of storage space and makes it easier
to find an event rather than skimming through hours of video footage.
Features and Specifications: Video Inputs: 4 BNC, Video Outputs: HDMI, VGA, Audio Inputs: 4 channel, Audio Outputs: 1 channel, Alarm Inputs:
4 channel, 1 Alarm output, Recording resolution: HD 1080p at 30 frames per second, Data Storage, up to 4 SATA hard drives, maximum up to 16TB,
Viewing Resolution: HD 1080p live, IR remote, USB mouse and front panel press button operation, Motion detection, video blind, video loss, Smart
camera settings: privacy masking, camera lock, color setting, title displays, Easy backup methods: USB devices, remote network and client software
backup

Crystal Clear HD 1080p Video - Easy Installation Low Cost

HD-DVR-4NHD • $416.00 Without Hard Drive
HD-DVR-4 • $576.00 With 1 TB Hard Drive
HD-DVR-42TB • $683.20 With 2 TB Hard Drive

High Definition 8 Channel Embedded DVR - The HD-DVR-8
offers the best viewing and recording clarity on the market at an
affordable price. All 8 channels display and record in crisp and clear high
definition 1080p (1920x1080). This is an 8 channel stand alone DVR with
an embedded Linux operating system is programmed and designed to
operate like a PC based DVR. The HD DVR is programmed and controlled
with an easy to use GUI (graphical user interface). This system comes with a remote and mouse for easy operation. It uses H.264 compression which
is a high quality compression and uses less storage space to maximize your hard drive usage. The DVR can be accessed remotely to see live video
using a smart phone, tablet, iPad. You can also view live video using most web browsers. The HD-DVR-8 like many other DVR’s has motion detection
recording so you don’t eat up a ton of storage space and makes it easier to find an event rather than skimming through hours of video footage.
Features and Specifications: Video Inputs: 8 BNC, Video Outputs: HDMI, VGA, Audio Inputs: 8 channel, Audio Outputs: 1 channel, Alarm Inputs:
4 channel, 1 Alarm output, Recording resolution: HD 1080p at 15 frames per second when recording all 8 channels, Data Storage, up to 4 SATA hard
drives, maximum up to 16TB, Viewing Resolution: HD 1080p live, IR remote, USB mouse and front panel press button operation, Motion detection,
video blind, video loss, Smart camera settings: privacy masking, camera lock, color setting, title displays, Easy backup methods: USB devices,
remote network and client software backup

HD-DVR-8NHD • $496.00 Without Hard Drive
HD-DVR-8 • $656.00 With 1 TB Hard Drive
HD-DVR-82TB • $763.20 With 2 TB Hard Drive

Professional Cameras
High quality, high powered, high resolution, professional cameras give you great pictures while also being durable and capable of
surviving the elements. Many have infrared and all are designed to function well in low-light.

High resolution day/night color camera - 600 TV lines W/ Wide Angle Lens This Infrared day/night waterproof camera is great for short range and outdoor applications. Built with a 1/3”
super HAD CCD pick up device and 56 IR LEDs, allows the camera to see up to 150 feet at night. Video is
recorded in high resolution at 600 TV lines. This camera is the highest quality professional cameras we carry.
Specifications: Image Sensor = �⁄з” SONY CCD, Resolution = 600 TV Lines, Min. Illum.= 0 Lux (IR on),
Infrared LEDs = 56, Lens= 4 mm - 9 mm (can be adjusted from back panel), DC 12V, 6” × 3½”

BC-61W • $170.00 Wired Day/Night Professional Camera Wide Lens
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Day/Night Color Camera - This color bullet
camera has a high quality digital CCD chip that
automatically switches from color to black & white in
low light conditions. To enhance low light visibility it
has 24 built-in high infrared illuminators for a range
of 60 feet. This fully weatherproof camera lets you
mount virtually anywhere indoors or outdoors. The
built in cable management bracket conceals the wire
coming out of the cable when mounted.
Features: Weatherproof IR Camera, SHARP 600TVL
(Sharp 2365+Sharp 36B15), 24 pcs 5mm IR-LED,
IR Range 20M, 3-Axis Bracket, Easy For Installation,
Built-in 3.6 mm Board Lens
Specifications: Image Device: 1/3 SHARP, Resolution: 600 TVL (Sharp 2365+Sharp 36B15), Picture
Elements: PAL: 752(H)×582(V); NTSC: 768(H)×494(V), Min. Illumination: 0.2 Lux /F2.0, TV System: PAL/
NTSC, Lens Furnished: 3.6 mm Board Lens, Infrared Luminary: 24 pieces 5 mm IR-LED, Illuminate Distance: 20
M, Wavelength: 850 nm, Waterproofing Criterion: IP 66, S/N Ratio: More than 48dB, Electronic Shutter: NTSC:
1/60~1/100,000, PAL:1/50~1/110,000, Gamma: 0.45, White Balance: Auto, Gain Control: Auto, Sync System: Internal, Video Output: 1 Vp-p / 75
Ohms, Power Supply: DC12V±10%, Operation Temperature: -10ºC ~ +50ºC RH95% Max, Dimension: 104 x 84 x 85 mm, Weight: 750g

BC-30WC-DN • $78.00 Wired Day/Night Professional Bullet Camera
BC-30GC-DN • $380.00 2.4 Ghz Wireless Day/Night Professional Bullet Camera
High Resolution Day/Night Color Camera W/ Wide Angle - 700 TV Lines
This is the highest resolution analog night vision security camera on the market. This features the
newest, state of the art image signal processor called SONY EFFIO-E that allows for CCTV Video
resolutions much higher than previous technology. This security camera has a resolution of 700 TV
Lines (TVL), which is 30% higher than normal CCTV Cameras.
It has 72 infrared LEDs for night vision for a minimum of 150ft in complete darkness and farther if
there is other lighting around. The lens on this camera is manually adjustable. You can set it from
2.8mm to 12mm zoom length, meaning you can go set the camera to get a 130 degree wide angle
view to cover a large area, or zoom in to 3X at a 28 degree angle of view to see objects farther away.
On top of all these features, it also has Digital Noise Reduction (DNR). This is yet another feature that
puts this camera above other cameras in the market. Most cameras on the market will display very
grainy video during night time, with this camera featuring DNR; the noise is greatly reduced. This hi
res security camera also has another trick - ATR (Adaptive Tone Reproduction) that improves visibility
of the entire picture by adjusting contrast in specific areas that are too bright or too dim.
This camera also comes with an on screen display menu controlled by a small joystick located
on the cord of the camera to navigate around the menu. This on screen display menu allows the
user to adjust many camera settings and features. As for mounting this camera, it comes with
a 3 axis bracket that lets you mount the camera on a wall, ceiling, or flat horizontal surface like
the top of a roof. The bracket also allows the cable to run through the inside of the bracket, which
protects your camera cable from being cut.
Features: Weatherproof IR Camera, SONY Exview HAD CCD II (ICX672/3AKA), 72 pcs ₵5mm
IR-LED, IR Range 50M, OSD/2D-DNR/BLC/MD/Privacy Masking, 3-Axis Design, easy for
installation, Built-in 2.8—12mm Manual Zoom Les
Specifications: Image Device: 1/3” Exview HAD CCD II, DSP Device:Effio-E, Resolution: Color
Mode: 700TVL; B/W Mode: 700TVL, Picture Elements: PAL: 976(H) × 582(V) NTSC: 976(H) × 494(V), IR Led & IR Range: 72pcs ₵5 IR Led; 150
feet IR Distance, Min. Illumination: 0.001 Lux (F2.0)/ 0 Lux IR On, Lens Furnished: Built-in 2.8--12mm Manual Zoom Lens, TV System: PAL/NTSC,
Electronic Shutter: NTSC: 1/60~1/100,000, PAL: 1/50~1/110,000, Gamma: 0.45, Exposure: Auto, Shutter/ AGC: Auto/Manual, White Balance: ATW
/ User1/User2, Backlight: OFF/ON/BLC/ HLC, Picture Adjust: Mirror/Brightness/Contrast/Sharpness/Hue/Gain, ATR: ON/OFF, Motion Detection: OFF/
ON (Detect sense/ Area Sel.), Privacy Masking: OFF/ON (4 Zone), Day/Night: True Day and Night (Auto/ Day / Night / Ext. D&N), 2D-NR: OFF/ON (Y/C
level), Camera ID: OFF/ON, Sync System: Internal, Waterproofing Criterion: IP 66, Video Output:1 Vp-p / 75 Ohms, Power Supply: DC12V±10%,
Operation Temperature: -10°c ~ +50°c RH95% Max, Dimension: Body: ₵83 x 159mm With Bracket: 230(L) x 86(W) x 83(H), Weight:1600g

BC-650WC-DN • $162.00 IR Varifocal Camera
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HD WEATHERPROOF CAMERA with 60 FOOT NIGHT
VISION - The new technology of high definition over coax cable is
here. This technology combines the low cost and easy installation of
the CCTV technology with the incredibly clear HD video of the HD-IP
technology. The best of both technologies adapted into an affordable
solution. These HD cameras work with our spools of Siamese coax
cable on page 65 and HD DVR’s on page 58. If you want exceptional
clarity these cameras and HD DVR’s are for you. The cameras and
DVR’s feature HD Video quality (1080p), Plug & play installation, Cost
effective (best value)

Crystal Clear HD 1080p Video - Easy Installation
- Low Cost
Features:
Weatherproof
IR
Camera,
Full
HD
1920x
1080p@50/60fps(SDI) Color Camera, 1/2.8 inch Sony 2.1, Megapixel
Progressive Exmor™ CMOS sensor, OSD Menu Control Button Built-in
the Cable, 2D Noise Reductions & Sense up functions, 30 pcs 5mm IR LED, IR Range 60 feet, 3-Axis Bracket, Hidden cable design ; Suitable for Wall
& Ceiling install, Built-in 3.6mm 2.1M Pixels Board Lens
Specifications: Image Sensor 1/2.8"Sony 2.1 Megapixel Progressive Exmor™ CMOS sensor, Resolutions 1920(H )X 1080(V), Frame Rates 30 fps at
1080p, Minimum Illuminations Color: 0.1lux@F1.2,B/W:0.01LUX@F1.2, Sense-up: 0.001LUX@F1.2, 0 Lux IR On, Digit Wide Dynamic Range, Digital
Video Output BNC Connector, Weatherproof rating IP66

BC-HDWC-60DN • $158.40 HD Weatherproof Camera with Night Vision

HD WEATHERPROOF CAMERA with 150 FOOT NIGHT
VISION - The new technology of high definition over coax cable is
here. This technology combines the low cost and easy installation of
the CCTV technology with the incredibly clear HD video of the HD-IP
technology. The best of both technologies adapted into an affordable
solution. These HD cameras work with our spools of Siamese coax cable
on page 65 and HD DVR’s on page 58. If you want exceptional clarity
these cameras and HD DVR’s are for you. The cameras and DVR’s feature
HD Video quality (1080p), Plug & play installation, Cost effective (best
value)

Crystal Clear HD 1080p Video - Easy Installation Low Cost
The BC-HDWC-150DN is a full HD weather proof camera with 150 feet of
night vision. This camera is great for indoor and outdoor applications. It comes with a 2.8-12mm varifocal lens and has a 3 axis bracket with hidden
cable design so it mounts easily to ceilings or walls. This camera works with the HD DVR’s.
Features and Specifications: Weatherproof IR Camera, Full HD 1920x 1080p, OSD Menu Control Button Built-in the Cable, 2D Noise Reductions
& Sense up functions, 72 pcs *₵ 5mm IR LED, IR Range 150 feet, 3-Axis Bracket, Hidden cable design ; Suitable for Wall & Ceiling install, Built-in
2.8-12mm 2.1M Pixels ICR Lens, Image Sensor 1/2.8"Sony 2.1 Megapixel Progressive Exmor™ CMOS sensor, Frame Rates 30 fps at 1080p, Minimum
Illuminations Color: 0.1lux@F1.2,B/W:0.01LUX@F1.2, Sense-up: 0.001LUX@F1.2, 0 Lux IR On, Digital Video Output BNC Connector, Weatherproof
rating IP66, Dimensions 11.74” x 4” x 3.83”

BC-HDWC-150DN • $192.00 HD Weatherproof Camera with Night Vision
High Resolution Color CMOS Camera with Audio - Very small audio/video
camera. High Resolution CMOS camera. CMOS technology that virtually matches CCD quality at
half the size. Plastic ABS enclosure.
Specifications: Image Sensor = �⁄з” CMOS, Resolution 400 Lines, Min. Illumination = 1 Lux
(Color), Lens: 6 mm (Color), Current Consumption = 26 mA Max, Power Supply= 9 Volt.
Dimensions= ¾’’ × ¾’’
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BD-127WC • $44.00 Wired Color Camera with Plug & Play

Dome Cameras
Dome cameras are similar to board cameras built-into a dome housing. These domes are equipped with high-power infrared LEDs for
use indoors, outdoors and in low-light conditions. Sleek and unassuming, perfect for many locations.
Day/Night Infrared Dome Camera - This unique day/night dome incorporates a
�⁄з” SONY CCD chip, which automatically switches from color to black & white in low-light
conditions. It comes with high-power LED’s to enhance low light viewing and allows you to
see up to 20 feet in total darkness. Dome is 4” in diameter. Includes: 12 Volt DC Power
Adapter
Specifications: Image Sensor = �⁄з” CCD, Resolution = 400 TV Lines, Min. Illum. = 0.4
Lux, Lens: Pin Hole Lens F3.7/F 2.0, Power: 12V DC ± 10%, Consumption = 110 mA Max.

DC-1214WC-DN • $74.00 Wired Day/Night Color Dome Camera
Full HD Weather Proof Vandal IR Dome Camera with Night Vision - The
new technology of high definition over coax cable is here. This technology combines the low cost
and easy installation of the CCTV technology with the incredibly clear HD video of the HD-IP
technology. The best of both technologies adapted into an affordable solution. These HD cameras
work with our spools of Siamese coax cable on page 65 and HD DVR’s on page 58. If you want
exceptional clarity these cameras and HD DVR’s are for you. The cameras and DVR’s feature HD
Video quality (1080p), Plug & play installation, Cost effective (best value)
Crystal Clear HD 1080p Video - Easy Installation - Low Cost
The DC-HDWC-60DN is a full HD weather proof vandal IR dome camera with 60 feet of night
vision. This camera is great for indoor and outdoor applications. It comes with a 2.8-12mm
varifocal lens and has a heavy duty bracket with hidden cable design so it mounts easily to ceilings
or walls. This camera works with the HD DVR’s.
Features and Specifications: Weatherproof IR Camera, Full HD 1920x 1080p, OSD Menu Control Button Built-in the Cable, 2D Noise Reductions&Sense
up functions, 21 pcs, 5mm IR LED, IR Range 60 feet, Heavy duty housing, Suitable for Wall & Ceiling install, Built-in 2.8-12mm 2.1M Pixels ICR Lens,
Image Sensor 1/2.8"Sony 2.1 Megapixel Progressive Exmor™ CMOS sensor, Frame Rates 30 fps at 1080p, Minimum Illuminations Color: 0.1lux@
F1.2,B/W:0.01LUX@F1.2, Sense-up: 0.001LUX@F1.2, 0 Lux IR On, Digital Video Output BNC Connector, Weatherproof rating IP66, Dimensions 5.8”
x 3.9”

DC-HDWC-60DN • $115.00 HD Weather Proof Vandal IR Night Vision Dome Camera

Vandal-Resistant IR Day/Night High Resolution Color Dome Camera Protection in almost any environment! This Vandal-Resistant IR Day/Night Color Dome Camera is
protected against nearly any kind of weather or attack by a tough, all-metal enclosure. It features a
Sharp 1/3” CCD chip and 600TVL of resolution for superior picture quality under almost any lighting
conditions, with 36 IR LEDs for 90’ feet of illumination. The camera is fully adjustable; it manually
rotates 360° and has a manual tilt of approximately 10° to 120°.
This dome camera has the highest IP (Ingress Protection) rating. A rating given to electronics as it
relates to the amount of sealing they have against the entry of solid and liquid objects. It’s IP66 rating
means “dust tight; complete protection against contact” and “protection against heavy seas or powerful
jets of water”.
Features: Vandalproof IR Dome Camera, SHARP 600 TVL (Sharp 2365+Sharp 36B15), 36 pcs 5mm
IR-LED, IR Range 30M, Built-in 4--9mm Manual Zoom Lens
Specifications: Image Device: 1/3 SHARP, Resolution: 600 TVL (Sharp 2365+Sharp 36B15), Picture Elements: PAL: 752(H)×582(V); NTSC:
768(H)×494(V), Min. Illumination: 0.2 Lux /F2.0, TV System: PAL/NTSC, Lens Furnished:4-9mm Manual Zoom Lens, Infrared Luminary: 36 pieces
5 mm IR-LED, Illuminate Distance: 30 M, Wavelength: 850 nm, Waterproofing Criterion: IP 66, S/N Ratio: More than 48dB, Electronic Shutter:
NTSC: 1/60~1/100,000, PAL:1/50~1/110,000, Gamma: 0.45, White Balance: Auto, Gain Control: Auto, Sync System: Internal, Video Output: 1
Vp-p / 75 Ohms, Power Supply: DC12V±10%, Operation Temperature: -10ºC ~ +50ºC RH95% Max, Dimension:119 x 100 mm, Weight: 900g

DC-540WC-DN • $115.00 Dome Camera - 600 TV Lines
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Bug Detectors - Phone Recorders & GPS
If you think that someone is listening to your conversations or is watching you with a hidden camera, a bug detector will help you find
the hidden microphone or camera. Our bug detector acts as a sweeper. You can turn it on, walk through a room and find any hidden
devices. If any frequencies are detected the bug detector will notify you. The frequency detector must be within one foot of a wireless
device before it can determine the frequency. Both detectors have a strength meter which measures how close you are to the bug.
When searching your home or office for bugs be sure to search everywhere. Bugs come in many shapes and sizes some being smaller
than a penny.
digital voice/telephone recorder with
This hand-held radio frequency counter is
mp3
player function - There are many reasons
compact, truly pocket-sized, versatile test instrument designed
why
conversations
may need to be recorded, and using
for measuring any digital, on/off keying or analog signal on
the
latest
technology
will allow users to do so with
frequencies between 30 MHz and 2.8 GHz. Comes complete with
convenience
and
speed.
With our audio recorder you can
internal NiCd pack, AC wall charger and 7 section telescopic
record
phone
or
room
conversations.
Digital recordings
antenna.
can be played, replayed and recorded over without a
Specifications: Impedance: 50 Ohms (BNC Socket) VSWR loss in recording quality. These recorders have a voice
less than 2.1, Frequency Range: 30 MHz- 2.8 GHz, Sensitivity: activation feature which saves hours by only recording
less than 5 mV, Max input: 15 dBm, Resolution: 10 when sound is detected. This model provides both
KHz for digital signals or On/Off Keying & 1 KHz for telephone and room recording. This voice recorder can
Analog Signals, Time base: Less than 1 PPM at room record up to 864 hours in long play mode. It’s simple
temperature, Weight: 210 g, and easy to use.
Size: 80 mm high x 60 mm wide
x 31 mm deep, Case: Stamped
aluminum with black anodized
finish, Batter: Internal 4 x AA
600 mAH NiCd pack, Power: 9VDC 300 mA
Features: 7 digit Liquid Crystal Display, Frequency counter for digital,
on/off keying and analog signals with a minimum pulse width of 250
uS., Ultra sensitive synchronous detector - 16 section bargraph to show
RF signal strength (-35dBm to 0 dBm), Two range positions - the 1
GHz position for frequencies between 30 MHz and 1 GHz and the 2.8
GHz position for frequencies between 500 MHz and 2.8 GHz., Squelch
adjustment for input signals, Hold switch to lock display, Low battery
indicator, Vibrating alert, Low power consumption (Average 5 hour
battery life), Supplied with NiCd pack, AC wall charger and telescopic
antenna (143 MHz to 460 MHz), 1 Year Warranty

AVD-110D • $199.00 Hand-Held Radio Frequency Counter
Lens Finder Bug Detector - The Wired or Wireless Camera
Multifunctional Detector combines the latest laser frequency visual
detection methods, as well as detecting the wide band radio frequency
(RF) of wireless video and/or audio transmitters (bugs), in an easy to
use hidden bug detector.
To operate the visual detection feature simply look through the
specially focused viewing port, and any camera lenses within a 10
foot range will appear to flash red, giving away their location. For
wireless detection, just slide the control switch to the
RF mode and wave it around the room and objects like
you were dusting them off. For different environments,
modulate the sensitivity tuner for distance adjustment
Specifications: Requires 2 AAA Batteries, Comes with
lens cleaning cloth, Dual strength indication, Sound and
Vibrate/LED, Switchable Sound/Silent detection, RF
Frequency Detection 1 Mhz - 6 Ghz Dimensions = 4” ×
2” × ½”

AVD-272 • $71.00 Multifunctional Camera Detector
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Specifications: Support 4GB capacity, Voice recorder
and music player format: MP3, Three recording modes
(HQ, LP, SP), External professional microphone, Built
-in high grade microphone and louder speaker, Line-in
recording, Digital voice recorder function, Removable flash disk, Support
telephone conversation recording, Support VOR function, With mp3
player support A-B repeat function, Can record the date and time when
recording start, Memory: 4GB, LP: 864hour, SP: 192 hour, One file, the
files can store 99 recording messages, USB cable: PC Interface USB1.1
FULL Speed, Key lock function, S/N (ratio) 90dB, Power: 1.5V AAA
Alkaline Battery×2, Weight: About 32g (Except Battery), Dimensions:
28.2*111*13.8(mm), Battery life: 17hours
Includes: Manual, USB Transfer Cable, Microphone, Earphones, Software
CD, 3.5mm Male to Male Audio Cable, Phone Adapter, Phone Cable.

DPR-864 • $43.00 Digital Voice/Telephone Recorder

Bug Detector with Strength Meter
- High quality hand held bug detector great for
detecting wireless audio/video products. Built-in
signal strength meter and sensitivity control. Full
detection range from 1 MHz to 3 GHz.
Specifications: Frequency Range = 1 MHz to 3
GHz, Battery = 5 × AA 600 M/AH NiCd, Battery Life
= 6 Hours in use/500 stand-by, Ant. Impedance =
50 Ohms, Real Frequency Display= 30 Hr., Time
Lapse Frequency Display= 960 Hour., Silent Alert
Mode = No, Beeper = Yes, Low Battery Indicator
= No, Barograph= Ultra Sensitive 5 Sections,
Dimensions = 3.9” × 2.75” × 1.2”
Includes: Bug detector, Antenna, and Charger

AVD-101 • $218.00 Bug Detector with Strength Meter

The Mini Telephone Recorder is a small, easy-touse audio recording device that lets you record phone
calls. Plug the Mini Telephone Recorder directly into your
phone jack to record any phone conversation. It has a
built-in speaker with adjustable volume for playback. The
device easily fits next to your home or office phone letting
you discreetly record a phone call without drawing extra
attention.
Features: Manual recordings (press button to start
recording) or automatic recordings (start when a phone
call begins), Records high quality WAV files to SD card,
Manage recordings in real time record and playback calls
directly from this device, Up to 560 hours of recording on
a 8 GB SD Card; All calls are time/date stamped to let you
quickly skim through recorded phone calls, automatically
overwrites earliest recorded phone calls to make space for
new recordings.
PLEASE NOTE: The Mini Telephone Recorder Pro can not be connected between a digital phone and a wall-jack. It must be connected between a
digital phone and the handset of your phone to convert a digital signal to analog. The handset option can be used to record a phone call on a digital
phone line. You can not use this device to covertly record a phone call on a digital phone- the handset must be connected to the phone and will be
clearly visible.
Specifications: Recording Format= SD Card, Power Supply= Battery and AC Adapter, No Computer Required, Connects directly to analog line or to
digital/IP telephone handset cords, Automatic start, stop and record with Rapid search and playback controls, LCD displays for all call information,
time and date stored, Dimensions= 2.5” × 4”
Includes: Mini Telephone Recorder, 8 GB SD Card, Replaceable 2 LR44 Button-Cell Batteries, AC Power Adapter, Telephone Cord, and User Manual

MTR • $91.00 Mini Telephone Recorder
The Mini GPS TRACKER The Mini GPS Tracker works based on an existing
GSM /GPRS network and GPS satellites, this tracker is a small and powerful
tracking device that is developed for personal positioning, pet monitoring,
vehicle, security etc. Not only transmitting the longitude and latitude
coordinate to your cell phone by text message (SMS), but also transmitting
the longitude and latitude coordinate to your PC and display the location
using specific mapping software. The Mini GPS Tracker is a tracking device
with built-in GPS and GSM/GPRS technology in compact size. It can be
used for anti-theft of the vehicle/heavy equipment, protecting children,
older loved ones, pets and personnel management etc.
All you need to do to activate is get your cell phone company to add a
number to your service and send you a sim card for the new number. You
will use this number and sim card to communicate with your tracker. The
tracker is easy to set up by texting all your settings to the device. You may
also use the software to make changes if needed.
When you want to find out where the unit is all you have to do is call or
text it then it will text you a link that will give you the speed the device is traveling and with show you on a
map where the unit is. The Mini GPS tracker has a call in feature that allows you to call the unit and listen
to anything within 8 feet of the device.
Features: Real-time locating and tracking: locate and track by SMS or in the tracking software, Geo-fence function: It will alarm if it breaches the
restricted area, SOS function: It sends a help message if SOS button is pressed, Speeding alarm: It will alarm if it is speeding, Low-battery alarm:
It will alarm if the battery is low.
Specification: Dimension: 2 ¾ x 1 ¾ x ¾, Weight/: 40g, Network: GSM/GPRS, Band: 900 / 1800 MHz or 850/900/1800/1900Mhz, GPS chip: SIRF3
chip, GPS sensitivity:-159dBm, GPS accuracy: 5-20m, Cold start: 42 sec., Warm starts: 35 sec., Hot start: 1 sec., Battery: Chargeable 3.7V 800mAh
battery, Accessories: Charger 1pcs Cable 1pcs Instructions 1pcs

GPS-MINI • $218.00 Mini GPS Tracker
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Dummy Cameras
Dummy cameras are non-functioning security cameras that are just as effective of a deterrent as real surveillance cameras. With a
blinking red LED and fake power cords, they look just like real cameras. Although dummy cameras won’t catch a criminal, studies
have shown that just the presence of a camera can prevent crime.

The Dome Dummy Camera with
flashing LED Features a motion
detection LED flashing light. Does not have
a metal mounting bracket.
Requires 2 AA batteries, (not included).

This dome dummy camera has
the look of an expensive high definition
camera and will help deter a robbery or
theft. It has a flashing LED that gives
the effect the camera is a working
surveillance camera. Requires 3 AAA
batteries (not included).

This is a Mini dummy camera made to
look like a real IR dome surveillance camera.
It has a red flashing light to help deter any
criminal activity. Requires 3 AA batteries,
(not included).
Specifications: Measures 3 3/4” x 2 7/8”

Specifications: Measures 4 1/2” x 2 3/4”

DM-DOML • $4.00
Dome Dummy Camera
with Flashing LED

The indoor motion detecting
dummy camera deters any intruder
without the expense of a real surveillance
camera. It features a built in motion
detector.
The dummy camera will remain still until
someone passes by, then it will move
back and forth and a red light will flash.
It has a realistic appearance and comes
with mounting bracket. Requires 3 AAA
batteries (not included).
Specifications: Measures 5” x 2” x 2”
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DM-IDCAM • $5.00
Indoor Motion Detection
Dummy Camera

Specifications: Measures
1/2”

5 7/8” x 3

DM-WHTCM • $5.00
Dome Dummy Camera
with Flashing LED

DM-IRDOM • $7.00
Mini Dummy Cameras

This is a bullet style IR Dummy
Camera.
It
has
a
constant
flashing red LED light. It’s realistic
looking can be mounted just about
anywhere. It has an easy adjusting
bracket so it sets up in minutes.

This PTZ Dummy camera is made to
look like a PTZ camera and will help reduce
theft and vandalism. It’s real look and red
flashing light make it a perfect camera to put
outdoors and make any criminal believe the
area is guarded by a surveillance camera. It
requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).

The batteries are easy to change by just
sliding the sun shade off and inserting 2
AA batteries (not included).

Specifications: Measusres 4 3/8” x 4 1/2”
x 5”

Specifications: Measures 6 11/16” x 8
1/4” x 3 1/8”

DM-IRCAM • $10.00
IR Dummy Camera
with LED

DM-PTZCM • $11.00
PTZ Dummy Camera
with LED

Camera & Sur veillance Accessories

500
FT
SIAMESE
COAX
CABLE - RG-59/U & 18/2, 500
ft spool , 95% Shielding, Solid
Copper Core, Sequential Length
Markers, UL Listed.

CA-500W • $213.00
500 ft White

500
FT
SIAMESE
COAX
CABLE - RG-59/U & 18/2, 500
ft Spool, 95% Shielding, Solid
Copper Core, Sequential Length
Markers, UL Listed.

CA-500B • $213.00
500 ft Black

1000 FT SIAMESE COAX
CABLE - RG-59/U & 18/2, 1000
ft Spool, 95% Shielding, Solid
Copper Core, Sequential Length
Markers, UL Listed.

CA-1000W • $397.00
1000 ft White

1000 FT SIAMESE COAX
CABLE - RG-59/U & 18/2, 1000
ft Spool, 95% Shielding, Solid
Copper Core, Sequential Length
Markers, UL Listed.

CA-1000B • $397.00
1000 ft Black

RG59 BNC Compression
Connector
Compress on to
BNC male connector (for use with
RG59 cable). You will need the
BNC-TOOL for this connector.

Female
DC
power
connector - used with the
RG59 siamese cable to terminate
power end.

Male DC power connector
used with the RG59 siamese cable
to terminate power end.

BNC-001-CM • $3.00
RG59 BNC
Compression Connector

BNC-001-FM • $1.00
Female DC Power Connector

BNC-001-ML • $1.00
Male DC Power Connector

Cable Connectors used to connect cable to cable or used as
adaptors.

$2.00
each

BNC-001-DF
BNC Female to
BNC Female

BNC-001-RB
RCA Female to
BNC Male

BNC-001-MR
BNC Female to
RCA Male
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Not intended for covert audio recording. Check local laws.

In-line
Audio
Pick-Up
Microphone - This microphone
is used to pick-up sound in a room.
Use with our wired cameras and
wired surveillance systems.
Specifications: Omni directional,
High Gain~40 dB, Can draw power
directly from camera or plug into
wall outlet 12V

MIC-PICKUP • $23.00
In-Line Amplified Microphone
w/ Pick Up Box

Amplified Microphone This amplified microphone is used
to boost sound within a 20-30
foot range. Can be used with any
recording device or system with
audio recording capabilities.
Specifications: Sensitivity ~48
dB, Omni directional, Frequency
20 - 20K Hz, S/N Ratio more
than 58 dB, Impedance 600
ohms 20% (at 1K Hz), DC 12
Volt, Current = 20 mA, Output
= RCA

MIC-AMP • $26.00
Amplified Microphone

These Power & Video Allin-One
Camera
Cables
come with extra RCA and BNC
connections so they work with
all 12 Volt wired video cameras.
Eliminates the need to run separate
power cable.

CA-25 • $15.00
25’ Cable 12V
CA-50 • $20.00
50’ Cable 12V
CA-100 • $27.00
100’ Cable 12V
CA-150 • $34.00
150’ Cable 12V

Video Cable Cameras with DVR.

for

Hidden

CA63 • $6.00
Video Cable

Camera Bracket - Can be
used to mount cameras to ceilings,
walls and buildings. White. 4” to 6”
Curved with Ceiling Clip.

Camera Housing - Protect your cameras from weather
and vandalism. 12” indoor and outdoor aluminum housing
and 8” aluminum mounting bracket.

HOU-12 • $57.00
12” Housing

BR-211-MW • $10.00
MW Camera Bracket

8 GB SD Memory Card used
to store high-quality digital still
shots and video camera recordings.
Can be used in any of our hidden
cameras with built-in DVR.

SD-CARD • $19.00
8GB Memory Card
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16 GB SD Memory Card
used to store high-quality digital
still shots and video camera
recordings. Can be used in any of
our hidden cameras with built-in
DVR.

SD-CARD16GB • $32.00
16GB Memory Card

32 GB SD Memory Card
used to store high-quality digital
still shots and video camera
recordings. Can be used in any of
our hidden cameras with built-in
DVR.

SD-CARD32GB • $56.00
32GB Memory Card

Memory Card Reader Lets
you conveniently transfer still
shots and video recordings from
memory cards to computers and
other devices.

SD-READ • $6.00
SD Memory Card Reader

cctv tester - The CCTV tester is a professional tool for CCTV installation
or troubleshooting. This tester can be used by any professional installer or
by a novice do-it-yourselfer. It has a 2.8 inch TFT-LCD display with backlight
brightness adjustment to make the screen easy to see in any application.
It features display brightness and contrast, color saturation adjustment,
video format display, video signal strength meter, works on both NTSC
and PAL, PTZ control, PTZ test for signal and data, built in network cable
tester, RS485 communication address scan it has a DC12V 1 amp output for
camera power, lithium battery for more about 15 hours of operation, audio
test function, multi lingual display.
Includes: wall charger, RS232 cable, BNC extender cable, RS485 cable, DC
power cable, Audio in cable, Lanyard, carrying case.

cctv-test • $267.00 CCTV Tester

19” Widescreen LCD Video Monitor - Brightness (cd/
m2):300 Video Input: VGA

LCD-19 • $255.00 19” Widescreen LCD Monitor
Lithium-ion cOVERT BATTERY
pACK - This covert battery pack is
high-powered, ultra-compact, and
comes complete with a charger.
Provides the same power as much
larger batteries at a fraction of the
size and weight. You can power
standard 12V cameras for up to 10
hours on a charge. Battery pack has
an on/off switch to control power
consumption. Input: 12.6VDC,
Output: 12.6-10.8VDC 4500mAH

Multi Power Supply - Connect multiple cameras into one power
box. 12 Volt Power Supply

MPS-12DC-4UL • $108.00 4 Camera Power Supply
MPS-12DC-9UL • $119.00 9 Camera Power Supply
MPS-12DC-16UL • $185.00 16 Camera Power Supply

2.4 GHz Receiver - 4 Channel - Free with all 2.4 GHz wireless
cameras. Receive up to 4 channels of wireless video with transmitters
and receiver. Built-in directional antenna and manual channel switcher.
Includes: RCA video outputs, power supply and RCA cable.

BP-124500 • $62.00

AC-9500 • $9.00
9 Volt Power Supply
AC-12500 • $10.00
12 Volt Power Supply, 500 mAh
AC-121A • $17.00
12 Volt Power Supply, 1000 mAh

AC-2420 • $15.00
24 Volt, 20 VA
Screw Terminal

TR-2.4 • $272.00 2.4 GHz Transmitter & Receiver
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We have a huge selection of surveillance equipment to choose from. But, if you ever need
something we don’t stock or have a special request, just ask. We will do our best to get you what
you need.

Frequently Asked Questions About Cameras

What is a Wireless Security Camera? Most security cameras require two wires: one for power, and one to transmit the captured
video to a display or recording device (TV or DVR, for example). Wireless cameras only require one wire - for power. The video is
transmitted wirelessly via transmitter and receiver devices. A wireless camera is really a combination of the camera plus a built-in
wireless transmitter to send the video, and a receiver to receive the video, which in turn plugs into the monitor or recorder.
For what applications should I consider IP? IP cameras should be considered for large installation sites that already have a high
bandwidth network installed - especially if the cameras will be spread out over a wide area. For example; Hospitals, Schools, etc.
What features should I look for in a CCTV Digital Video Recorder (DVR)? All DVRs are definitely not made equal! There are
several factors that are critical to consider when purchasing a DVR, especially when comparing price. The most important features
to look at are the number of cameras supported, frames per second (fps), compression technology, hard drive space, network
connection / remote viewing capability, motion detection, scheduling, and ability to save video and audio to a CD or flash drive.
Using RG59 Cable vs. Plug and Play Cable? There are two basic approaches to hooking up security cameras and digital video
recorders (DVRs). You can use Plug and Play cable or you can use RG59 Siamese cable. Both cable types combine a cable for the
video and a cable for the power. The advantage of plug and play cable is that it is very easy to use. The connectors for power, video
and audio are all pre-attached. All you have to decide is what length you need (we offer 25, 50, 100, and 150 ft. models). This cable
type is a good choice for homeowners who don’t need a cable run longer than 150 ft. The RG59 Siamese cable is more heavily
shielded so it’s more durable and can be run longer distances (up to 1000 ft without a repeater). Its heavier shielding makes it less
susceptible to interference. Florescent lighting in particular can interfere with camera signals. The RG59 is purchased in 500 or 1000
ft. rolls and each camera run is cut to the exact length needed. Since you need to cut the cable and attach the connectors, it is a little
more involved to install.
Which type of Security Camera should I use? A security camera can come in many different styles including dome, professional
(bullet), infrared and hidden. The security camera that will work best for your application will depend on several factors such as
whether you will use the security cameras inside or out, during the day, night time, or both.
Can I get audio in my hidden camera? No you cannot. According to United States federal laws, audio should not be used in a
surreptitious manner. One example of surreptitious interception is audio in a hidden camera. This includes pinhole board cameras
and all covert or hidden cameras. Audio in a hidden camera or board camera is only available to law enforcement agencies, with the
exception of body worn cameras. Title 18, Section 2512.
What is a wired Security camera? Wired cameras have a video cable that runs from the camera to your recording or viewing
device such as a DVR or monitor. Wireless cameras have a built-in transmitter that sends the video signal to a receiver. The receiver
connects to your recording or viewing device.
How many wireless cameras can you have in one location? The new digital wireless transmitters will support up to 8 wireless
cameras in a location.
How many hours will a DVR record? The amount of time a DVR will record is based on the size of the hard drive, the number
of cameras recording and the frames per second. A 4 camera stand alone DVR with a 500GB hard drive will record for 5 days of
constant recording and around 2 weeks of motion recording. A 8 camera stand alone DVR with a 500GB hard drive will record for 2.5
days of constant recording and around 1 week of motion recording. A 16 camera stand alone DVR with a 1TB hard drive will record
for 2.5 days of constant recording and around 1 week of motion recording.
What is a Plug and Play connection camera? It is a RCA or BNC video plug and a power plug on the camera for easy connection
to DVR or TV. This is done by running the RCA/BNC (Aux) line into the VIDEO IN of the DVR or TV.
Do the plug and play connections require extra wire to run the signal back to the DVR or TV? Yes, you need to buy the length
of cable you need. We offer the CA-25, CA-50, CA-100 and CA-150.
What is a varifocal lens? A varifocal lens is one where the focal length of the lens can be varied. This is a fancy way of saying it is
a zoom lens. Most varifocal lenses have, and in almost all circumstances should have, an auto iris feature.
What is a fixed lens? A fixed focal length lens cannot zoom. The focus is fixed. A fixed focal length lens usually allows more light to pass
through the lens at a given focal length than a varifocal, or zoom lens. This can be important in low light situations.
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